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PREFACE
Cer•tainly, every reader·

or· Samson

Agonistes who is

at all familiar with the 01-rcumstauces·or Milton's life,
his thought, and the history of ·his times has been at-

tracted by obvious parallels between 'the

poet and certain

aspects or his dramatic creation, and he.may understandably assume· that ·the presentation

.

.

.

or·
.

the sufferings of
.

Samson constitute· intentional, hidden autobiography. To
assume even the obvious, however, is something too blithely
done. A li'ttle researhh into this ·area of Miltoniana will

:reveal to him that scholsrl.y opinion o·oncernirig Samson

Agonistes.and autobiography.is gt9eatly varied and that

some scholars are inclined not only" to deny' the personal
content but fai, f>'lace the date· of the composition of the
dratna as early as the middle

of

the l640•s.

or

course,

this dating in itself bespeaks ·a non~a:utob1ograph1ca1

interpretation because most

or

'the 'pertinent events and

1

condition$ in the life of Mil ton a.re of 'post•Restoration

times. The reader may then reconsider the parities upon
which he has ba.sed his.autobiographical theory, and he
will most likely find that they are aspects which are
perfectly in ·keeping wi.th the· traditional· Biblical charac-·

ter of

Samson-~blind,

surrounded

by

his evil captors,

and betrayed by his countryman and his wife. He will then
realize that before he can turn his opinion of autobiography

ii

into a respectable thesis, he must ma.ke a scrupulous,
verse-by-verse analysis

or

the poem to discover whether

or not there are any ·1ns.tanoes ot strong sim1la.ri ty be-

tween Milton and his own Samson which do not· easily apply
to the Biblical or hermenu·ttc Samson.- Only upon such instances (termed ttpure autobiograpcyu in this pape·r )' can

be founded the conclusion that SamsonAgonistes is an
autobiographically significant work.

Such has been my progress in the study of this issue.
&fy

thesis

1;-

that while the poem is by no means a full

allegorical representation of Milton's life or ot any particular epoch in his life, it does contain. conscious and

palpable nuances and overtones.which ere topical and pertinent to Milton1s life, his philosophy end ideals, and
the history of his times.

1~rter

sources for Milton's treatment

considering the possible

or

the Samson story (Chap-

ter I) atid a summary of the representative scholarly

opinion concerning the autobiographical interpretation
and the da.-te of composition (Chapter II) 1 · l have compre-

hended two major purposes 1n this paper: First, I have
pointed out and ·given

an

expos:J. ti on

or

every instance of

autobiographical significance that I have been able to
discover in the. drama. (Cha.pter III) Finally, l ha.ve given

an evaluation of the nature and. extent of this subjective

incorporation. (Chapters III and IV)
It would be ungratefUl of me not to include here an

expression of gratitude to Dr. Nathaniel Henry for the
friendly and generous. We!/ in which he has given me his
time and advice during the academic ye.er

or

1965-1966.

Not only bas he given me valuable ideas concerning this
particular project,.

bu~.

be has been ever attentive to

imbue all of his gradua·te students with tha methods and
proprieties of scholarly research •.

CHAPTER

I

The most concise literary description

i!!. is given to us

by

or

Samson Asonis.-

the·poet himself' in his Preface, refer-..

ring to it as »That Sort

ot Dramatic Poem

fi}hio·h Is Called

Tragedy. rr Throughout this· paper, it is necessary to remain

c>onscious of the oom11onants of this description. It is a drama;
it ·is poetry; and it is tragedy. Before going into an

~malY

sis or the poem arid what has been said about it, it is well

to ·consider btieflY its oonetruct1on and content • .Although
William R. Parker bes given a struct·ural delinee.tion according

to the traditional Greek drama,l I pref"er to follow the more
general outline of the action a.s it is presented by Professor
Hanford in his Milton Hahd.book:2
·First, we have Samson alone and with the.Chorus (lines l·
325): The play begins in medi§.S res, with Samson in bondage

under the Philistines, .who have put out his eyes and forced
him to toil in chains. at a tnill in Gaza. On this particular

day, however; he is aliowe<J to rest while the Philistines

celebrate his capture with

t\

holiday and a feast to their

tdol..-god, Dagon. Samson expresses p:rof'ound

erri~t

over his

plight, lamenting his fallen condition and, most of all, his

blindness.
As he

thu~

oomplains1·a group

or

Dani'tes--the Chorus in

· · 1 w1111am R. Parker~· Mil ton ts )'iebt to Oreek ·1;~agedy: in
Samson Agonistes· '(.Baltimore, 19/7} • P• 17.
2 .rames Holly Han«ord, .A Milton Handbook (New York, . '
1961), p. ~85.

2

the play--entel's at a distance and comments on the fallen
hero and the mutability of fortune, adding to·his plaint.
After revealing itself to Samson, the group functions as a
sounutng board for his expressions

or

d.isillusionmen.t, and

his violent outbursts of inwa.rd agony• The Chorus;. contri-

butes to the progress of the drama by ·supplementing Samson's
analysis of his fallen.state and by leading him into further
I

reckonings of a more abstractly .philosophical nature.
Mr. Hanford ts seocnd division ooncet. ns Samson and Manoa

(lines

;~.~6-70~):

At this point in the play,

t~anoa.,

Samson's

old father arrives, witnesses his son's abject conditi.on,

speaks a panegyric on the werrioris past deeds, and questions
th~

the justice or God in

servants. Samson

manner o!'

repro~ohes

rew~irding

·his faithful

the old man for his opinion and

proceeds to tell Manoa of the shametul disclosure of his
strength to Dalila, where.upon Manoa. ·makes one of the many

ironic statements ohar~oteristio of the Greek drama:
I carmot praise thy marriag.e. choises, $on,
Rather app+ove them not • • • •

(S.A. 420-421}3
· Manoa tells of the victory feast which ·the heathens are holding

for their god, and he reproaches Samson for the glory which
his fall has brought to Dagon.
3

.

.

.

.

.

Douglas Bush, .ed. The Complete Poetical Works of

~

.Milton. (Boston, 1985). This is my· p1~1mary source for all of
Milton's poetry used: in· this paper• The three major poems
will be documented in . too above manner, using the initials.

of the titles followed '.bY the line nh.bers.

Manoa•s purpose in coming to Gaza is to attempt to gain
Samson's

~elease

by

paying a ransom to his captors, but Sam-

son exhorts him to forego that plan and to allovi him to rema.in in his condition of servdtude in remuneration for his

sins,. Thus, Samson reaches his nadir· in the dramai
So muoh I feel my,genial spirits droop,
hopes all flet; nature within me seems
In all her functions weed-y of herself;
My race of glory r·un, and race of shame,
And I shall shortly be with them that rest.
My

(S., A.

5·9~1-598)

After Manoa leaves to.negotiate the ransom, Samson further belUoans his condition,. citing physical as well as mental agony,,
unt·il the Chorus cries, tJQod of our fathers,· Vlhat is manJ''

(S.A. 867) and solicits a divine mitigation of such a harsh

sentence.
Tha third "act,n the meeting between Samson and T:.alila
(lines 710-1060): The approach of Dt~lila is announced by the

Chorus in an extended similie, havi.ng as its vehicle a gaily

decked sailing-ship. This image of trivialness and frtvolity
is another of the instances· in v1hich Milton uses dramatic
irony to point out the· fu~ll import ot Samson's errors. Vath

suppliant tears she comes to implore Ba.mson•s

forgiv~ness

and

to attempt to get>him to agree to live with her once again.

Samson tries to dismiss her 1n a burst of temper:

out,

out, hyaenaJ these l!rethy· wonted arts,

And arts of every· woman false like thee. ·• • •

(S.A. 74.8-749)

4

She attempts to offer excuses for her betrayal of his secrets
to the Philistines, but he spurns them all a11d forces her to

leave. Samson and the Chorus then exchange ideas on the inferior·ity

or

women (S • .A. 999-1060).

The next division pictures Samson with Hara.pha and then
with the Philistine officer (lir1es 1081-1440): Samson is vis-

1ted by the Philistine 'giant, l:iarapha, who boasts of his physical prowess and expresses regret tha,t Samson i.s blind and can

no longer meet him on the field of combat. nespite this, Samson challenges him to mortal combat ·three t1mes 1 but Harapha

finds excuses and finally departs, as the Chorus describes,
nsoxnewhat crestfallen.· 0 The- Chorus eulogizes Samson as the

ohosen deliverer of the lsreelites. He is praised for his u1nvincible might,n and his urnagnitude or minci,n but ·ha is told
that in his particular situation, 'patience must be his crowning

virtue, indicating that<.his days of corporeal antagonism against
the Philistines are. over {another instance of the undercurrent
of' dramatic irony which runs throughout the play).
fl3l

officer of the-enemy comes to su.minon Samson to partici-

pate in the games at Dagon•s

feast~

but the hero shows his for-

titude ·by refusing to honor their god. After the offlcer·leaves,
however• Samson is suddenly inspired to comply t:ith the wishes
ot·· the Philistines:
• • -. l begin to reel
.
Some. r_ousing motions .in· me which dlspose
To something -extraordinary my thoughts·. ·
(.s·~A~
::. ~...

.

l381•188a)

The fifth naotn tells of Samson at the feast· to Dagon

5

(lines 1441-1?58) a .After Sa.mson·•s departure, old Manos. re-

turns to the group ·of Danites with high hopes of redeeming
his son (further trag10·1rony). As he and the Chorus tal'.1:
the. time when Samson will finally return home, a sound

or

or-

great calamity and destr·utrtio·n pierces the sky. From a Da.n-

ite messenger, the group receives an acaount·or the destruc.tion of the temple (or theater) housing the feast and the annihilation of the. flower of the population

or

Ga.za wrought by

Samson•s·feat of strength. The Semichorus likens the hero to
the immortal phoenix, and Manoa sets the ciosing tone:
Come, come; no;' ·time.· for laruentati.on. now, .
Nor much more cause;· Samson ·hath quit hirnsel.f'
Like Samso11, and heroically hath :finished
A lif& heroic, on his enemies

Full:; revenged. • • •

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Nothing is here for tears,· nothing to wail.
Or knock the breast,· no weaknes_s, no contempt,
1;1sprai se, or blanie; nothing but well and fair,
And what may quiet us in a death so. nob'le.
.

'

(s·•.·A. l '708-i?12,. ~ 721~1724.)

The ultimate source for the story of Samson is Judges···::
XIII-XVI, telling of his divinely inspired bir.th, his abor•

. tive marriage to the womari

o-r

Timnath, his v1a.rring with the

Philistines, his involvement -with Dalilah and her

W'.C'~sting

from him the secret ot his strength, her betrayal

or

Samson,

the binding and enslavement. of "the Nazarite by the Philis~
·.-:··

tines-, and his final

de~.truct1on

of the bu1l.d1ng housing the

feast to Dagon. Wi'th ·the entir•e action of the drama in mind,

however, we must notice that the comparable material in the

6

Bible is comprised of merely elght versesl These are Judges
XVI, 2:0.-so. There is· nothing ·1n the Bible about a rest period

for Samson; nothing about the visits of the Danita friends,
old. Manoa, f)alilah, or:.Harapha; and nothing of the delivering
or ·the summons by- the 'Philistine offioe.r. Even· more signif'i-

oaut 1 there 1s nothing :.tn Judges that gi v·es the remotest hint

ot Samson's intt1ard

thought--nothing to indicate a refleoti.'Ve

ca.at ot mind. 4 In fact;.~e is really seen in the Biblical ac-

count as somewhat ot a.:.,blockish,, overgrown bot-·•a divinely
inspired puppet, who·kills frequently for·personal gain and
for r.evenge · (Judges XIV, 19), and .who is cuckolded by the
woman.

or

Timnath and deceived by Dalila by wile·s .so obvious

tha.t they would make any fool suspicious. His fin.al a.ct· is

in no way presented as any sort of atonement to God for his
personal failures; there is but one reason for the destruction:
J~nd Samson

called unto the Loi·d, and said,

o Lord God.,,· paroe!nber. me, I pray Thee.. s.nd
$trengthen me, I pray Thee, only· this once,
o God, that r :may be at once' avenged of the
Philistines for my two eyes.

(Judges XVI, 20)
Hanford's statement.that rAilton is dependent.on the story in
Judges· for the "material 1t 01· Samson) £igon,istes is too general
and tentl.s to give an illusion
4 James Holly

or

&

greater dependency than

Hanford; ·John Milton, Englishman (New
Iork, 1949), p. 213.

7

actually exlsts.

ges are the

5

moti~e

In reality, all. that

~tilton

uses from Jud-

of the play, three characters (Samson,

Dalilah, and Manoa), and the-catastrophe, as well as some
background history of

$~anson

's life, which is alluded to in

retrospect, rather than presented dil'ectly in the drama. No11he·re in· his· other writings does Milton give us any state-

ment oonoerni11g the sources .of the drama outside or the Bib-

lical episode. For.this reason. ,many readers .end o.ritios have
assumed with too much readiness that, except for the sor1.P-

turul suggeat1ons 1 the·play is a whole--ol.oth:fabrication of
the mind. oi" Milton, highly colored by the vicissitudes of
the poet •s life·

a11d by

,the abortive attempt to

es~ablish

an

English republic in the l650•s. Before ha makes s.uch assump-

tions of autobiograpby, however, the ,reader should at least
be aware of the number

or· extra .....Biblioal

redactions and in-

te.tpretations of· the history and the character of Samson which
were probabl.y accessible to Milton ih the middle .or· the: seventt>en·th century ..
rt is not withi.n the province of this paper to discuss
at length ·these ante-Mi'itonic t·reatments ot Samson,· but it is

necessary to mention here the possible tributaries of influence Which llwy have played

a· part

in tbe shaping of Mil.ton's

drama~ The most· vtieldy .'and.· ;<loubtless, the most influential

branch of these sec,ondary sources !s_ thnt·

0aanrord, Handbook, p. 279.

or

the Scri.ptural

B

he.rm.enutics. lio student today can hope to form a conclus1ve

theory concerning the autobiographical nature of Milton1s
presentat1.on·

or

SJltnson \\'ithout·.availing himself' of the

scholarship that is embodied. in the study by F. Michael

and

Krouse entitled Milton's Samson

the Q.Q.r1st1arr Tra<lit·ion

(Princeton, 1949).: This study is.of vi'tal importance because
it clearly shows that most or the apparent innovetions in
tbe: charao.ter of Samson'. a·ocorcl.ing to Mil ton's drama.· can be
.

.

'

traced to a possible soutoe in· the. va.st· ·body of patristic·,

scholarly, -and Renaissance Biblical exegesis. There are numerous expositions of· the Saroson story therein, both 11 teral

{historical) and non-li.teral (allegorlcal)., and th& interpre•

tations are by no means unified. and. ¢lonsts:tent. Taking the
suggestion ..rrotn tbe

Ep~itle
;·

to the Hebrews XI 1 32....34• where

'•, ~

·be is mentioned along vd.,th Gedeon, Baraltj Jepbtha,e, Dayid 1

Samuel, and the prophets,· many exegetes ·t-reS.ted. Samson as a
',

:

.

saint and a martyr, ·anexemp.lar of supreme fa.ith·and devotion
to God, and one who gave his life in the struggle· to deliver
his pee>ple from the do~ina.tion· of :the Phil1$t1.nes~ Others,

however, used Samson as amoral iliustration or the downfall

ot a lnan brought on bY in0l"dinate 1\ast after wolllankind.

6

or these attitudes toward. the fig'"'e. or Samson eame
down to the Renaissance writers and sc.hoiars ..
Both

'

'

\

.;·-·

with the tradition, su¢h as whether or not Samson's sins
were

~ustif'ied

by bis ul.ti.mate faith, whethet• or not his

loss o.f . strength was brought on by his inordinate desi.re ror

Da.11lah, whether or not'-nalilah. w&s Samson's wife, nnd
whether or .not Saroson•s actions were d.1vinely· motivated •.

on

The tradition continued

1tito the

t~eventeenth

7

century in

the forms Of eXpositori' and exemplary pros.e, poetry, at!d
drama, not only in EnglMid, , but throughout Europe. It is· 1·m.;.

portant to note that by·the se11enteenth ·century·there waa·a
tendency to emphasize the l·atter part of

espeo1all1 the· p0rsona.l S$pects

of'

s~unson 1 s

life•-

hiU .blindness e.nd his

mental sugu1sh-•end to consid.e:r bi& story es one highlY con•

a

ge111e1 to tragedy. - In ··a summary explana.tion

clabt to previous

extra~Biblical

or

·Mi.lton 's

interpretations·,- Krous.e

says, nE•en when Milton SfHnns to the os.sual .rfrnder to have

invent.ea some·th1ng tlltich is not prominent in t.. be tradition,
it is usually found that the invention is not really new,
but rather something. implioit in the tradition. whicb becomes

explicit when Milton sets forth
The knowledge which

we <g'et

keep in mind that Samson

f~amson

as a living ·person. n

from this study. obligates us to

Agonistt.-~s

is not only creative

seventeenth-century dram.a, but it ia also pa.rt of this
·':'·

7

.

·.

·, '

';

~-·

Kr·ouse, pp. 74--76.

.8 Ibid.~ pp. 84tf.
9 lbid,. 1 P• lOl · •

9

10
extensive body or hermenutic tradition.

10

One particular element of the more literary types ot
Biblical

1nterprete~tion:·

needs separate col'l51derat1on here.

Px•ior to the publication:: or· San1son Mon1ntes in .lG7l:t ·there

wezio.e severa.l other dramatiaations of the I3am·son theme, not

only in English, but in Dutch, German, Spanish, French,· and
Italian .as riell. Two of>'these deserve special attention for

the strong reseni'blanoe which -they bear to M'tlton' s play, es·•

pec1all1 in various chiat'aoterist1os of expression in the dialogues. The ·first of these is Simson".,

~ragcedia

Sao:r.a, w-rit-

ten about 1600 by Marcus .Andreas Wunstius.· The following passage is spoken b;/

sa~son

after he has 'been blinded and.

~et

to

work in the mill:

O Father of the

un1ve~se,

to whom

.llixcept to Thee shall I, in. ang1Jtsh s.e·t,
Direct the d.arkened socl<ets of tt1.ne ey~s?
. 1'hou seest with ho\V ·dread. a weight or ills
I run oppressed •. With wheel how .t:hangeable·
nest T.hou, O God,:· alter the fetas- of -mortals l
only an hour. since,. it1 all -respects
·
Most happy, bl.est,. ·unoonquera:ble in. strength,
.I now, in sudaen_lapse, have tallen on ill.
Bereft ot mine eyes, with torn ma· ltv1cl e.heeks,

Helpless in chains, a mockery to rrq .foes,
I am thrust deep ·111 nameless sla-very,
. ~nd to this .woe no day· assign at• end .
Except the end of long awaited death.ll

No·te some of the s1mila:r1ties of ex.pression in the following

ot

1 °For a num-~rioal :listing of sixteen importa.nt aspects
the Se.aison story axta11t before Mfltonts treatment, see the

Appendix to this paper.
llwunstius. as.· quoted in Watson KirkCO{lnel. l, tra,ns. and
ed.• , That ..;·Invinoible Bi3mson (Toronto, l9·64J, p. 39.
.

11
lines from Samson .Agonistes:
Manoa: Select anct sacred, glorious for a while,
The miricle of men; then in an hour
En.snared,, assaulted, overcome, led bound,
1'hy foe's derision, captive, poor, and blind • • • •
($.A. 363-366)

Samson: But· now he hath cast me off as never known,
>.nd to those cruelenemie$ 1
Whom I by his appointment had provoked,
Left me all helpless ··with the irreparible loss

or

sight, reserved alive to be repeated
The subject of their cruelty and scorn.
Nor am I in the list of them that hope,
Hopeless are all rtrJ evils, all remediless;
This one prayer yet remains, might I be heard,
.No long petition--speedy death,
The close of all

m:k. miseries.,

and the balm.

(S • .A. 641-651)
Chorus: God of our fathers, '\\ hat is ma.nJ
That thou towards him with hand so various-Or might I say contrarious?-Temper •st thy providence through his short course,
Not evenly, as thou rul'st • • • •
1

(S.~~·

667-671)

The lines from both Wunstius and Milton clearly stress the
humiliation of Samson's

ab~ect

condition, the mutability of

God•s providence, and the herote wish for death as the resolution of all his afflictions.

Here is a shorter statement

by

Wunstius•s Samson:

With conscience· as my witness, I confess

That I my self, my self alone am.· cause
Of this unspeakable oalarnity.l.2

l2

.
Wunstius, trans. Kirkconnell,
p. 39.

12

Again, notice the similarity in the phrasing in these lines
by Milton's Samson:

Nothing

or all these evils ha.th befallen me

But justly; I ury self have brought them on,

Sole atithor I, sole cause.

(s.1~~. 014-~176)

Another of these precedent dramatic treatments of the

story is Joost van den

ieao.

Vond~l 1 s

.Samson tragedy, written in

This, too, has noticeable resemblances

to :Milton's

versi,on. liany of Samson. , s lamentation.a a.re s1.milar in tone,

though somewhat less charged with passion. Samson's d:iat:ribe
of Dalila.h also bas certain striking ·parallels to that of

Milton in the dialogue, or

zna~"*ler

of expression. Here 1s a

lament by Vandel., s Samson over his blindness:

No man, no prince; can. glve-'m.e back ;v eyes.

With sight one loses more than half or life •.
The day -has gone tor.ever. I await
The ruddy flush of da\Vi,:t!ng nevermore.
Here is ete1·nal night. J.o

-There is some analogy or· expression in M·llton' s more tumul-

tuous ory:

o dark •. dark,

dal:'"k, amid th& blaze
Irraooverabl.y <Uu·k, total eclipse~
Without all hope of day!

(S.A. 80-82)

10vondel,

trans-. Kirkconnell, p. 112.

ot noon,

13

Von.delta Samson also exhibits the desire for death as
the ultimate relief of his misery, just as do the protagonists of \\Unstiua and Milton. The most outstanding parallel·

in the dialogues of Milton and Vandel, however. is the reac-

tion of the Chorus (in Vandel) and of Manoa (in Milton) to
the tumult of the catastrophe. Here is Vondel:
Mercy, O god have mercyJ Help us nowJ
Comfort us in this needl We cry from earth
To Thy high throne• Ob, what a crash wa.s ·thEitJ
1'Ilas, where are wf~ That terrific fa.ll
Dea·fens our ears.
Jmd here is Milton•s Manos.:

I know your friendly minds and--0 what aoisel
Mercy or Heaven, what hideous noise v1as thatl
(S • .A. 150@.-1510)
VJbat is the significance of these other versions? Milton
never mentions them in his writi11gs. and it is certainly impossible to make any statemer1t of fact concerning indebtedness until further evidence is discovered by 'the scholars. Is

it not possible, though) that ·11111ton had read some of these
earlier d.ramas and that some of the subtlties

or

phraseology

v:ere implanted permar1entl.y in his extraordinary memory? At

times the similarities

a1~e

:·yeally too strong to be· imputed to

ohanoe.
Mother source-area that has pertinence to Samson

14

Agonistes is that of the prototypic Greek tragedies of Aes-

chylus, Sophocles, and Euripides. Because he wrote Samson
Agonistes as a. Greek tra.gedy, and because he was thoroughly
familia1· with the oonve..ntions of Gree_k tragedy, we may agree

that, aside from the ide£its of the Christian hero, Milton
patterned bis Samson also after his ideas of the hero of the
Greek tragedy. The student who works in this area of Samson

research, however, will'·find" that what seems to be a manifest
characteristic of class'ical tragedy will frequently bear ans.1-

ysis as a

oharacteri~ti6

ot the exegetic treatments

or

the

Samson tradition. Thus, Professor Parker notices in lAilton' s

presentation of Samson the Sophoclean tendency to aggrandize

the magninilllity of the 'hero, at

his defects.

15

th.e

same time glossing over-

Yet Krouse has shown throughout his study that

1t was a common practice antong the exegetes to make Samson's

character more sanctified and heroic than the impression of
1 t tba.t we gE}t from rea.cing the Old

~restament

story. Among

the tragic heroes which have been 01 te<i for tht·ir similarities 'to Sam·son a.re the Heracles and the Oedipus of Sophocles

and. the Prometheus of Aeschylus,

16

butt

as is always the case

when we attempt to tra.ce literary influences_, prototypes, and
archetypes 1 it is one thing; to notioe a para-llel

~11d

entirely

another to say that the latter writer made conscious or even
15parker, Milton's ~ 12. Greek ~ragedy, p. 115.
18
Hanford, Handbook, p. 283.

subconscious use of tht;; f1rat. Milton could not have avoided
being influence·d by the character presentation in all of the
Greek tragedy which he studied,. but 1·t cannot be certainly

stated how much of the influence is manifested in his treat-

ment of Samson.
In his jottings on proposed subjects for liter&ry treatment :f\:>und in the Trinity Manuscript of 1642 1 topic number

Nineteen of the Old Testament subjects contains five possible
titles dealing with tho .Saiuson story: nsamson Pursophorus"
(the bringer of firebrands), nsamson Hybristes'' (the vainly
boe.stful), nsamson Marryingn (probably concerning some episode Ct!.!ntered around his experience v;i th the woman

ot

ai'im-

natb), "liamath-J"echit1 {pr·obably ir1tending to tell of the
slaughter of the Philistines vd th the jaw-bone of an ass),
17
The;1ast tofic, though not specific in
and "Dagonalia."
reference 1 may have proposed to encompass the appr'oxiruate
action of the drama as we have 1 t toaay.

Neve:c~theless,

critics

have consistenily over~emphasized the importance of this topica~

listing. ·The fact that these proposed ti1e.racs or titles ...

&.re based on the format oi' the Old Testament should in no
way be interpreted to signify that Sa.wson .Agonistes is. de ..

rived entirely or "in the ma.in'' frorn the Book of Judges, nor
should it lee<1 us to believe that Milton had at that e·arly

l7see the topical l:tsttng or the manuscript in David

M'.assoni T.· he Life ·of .John 1.~Ult<?n, -Narrate.~. i.n ConneotiEJJ. fil.!h.
the Po i tioait Eoclesical, ·~ Li terarj': tdstor:t of his Tlme
(London, 1871;, II, 110.
·

16
time aoncei ved or the plan of Sam§.Q!l J'.gonistes as we have it

today. A general perusal of the listings in the Trinity Menuscript should reveal to us that Milton had gone tl1rough the
Bible from f1:·ont to back and l:!ad noted sixty-one scriptural

topics which had possibilities for literary interpretation.

Only a slight hint of the idea of Samson Agonistes exists in
this document, and tne .·most that we ca.n

s~$

for its signifi-

cance is ttwt by 164}:! Miltot1 had recogn1z9d the history of

S&mson as containing some pottmtial aspects for liter2,ry de-

velopment. Cet·tEdnly, nothing else def:tni te concerning the
sources tott Mllton' !? are.ma oan be said 'Nith the limited
knowledge tha.t the scholars have given us to this time.

CHAPTER II
The present-day student of Milton who is investigating
the autobiographical theory Of Ss;mson J..gonistes will f:tnd
that the majority of the oomtrtentators upon the drama are not
of any great assistance to his investigation, a..11d they· fre•

quently tend to be misleading in their comments, rather than
helpful. Many of them are generous in admitt:lr1g what seems to

be obvious--that Samson f;gonistes has substantial autobiographioal significance,

~hey

a.re r·eluctant, howevAr, to get

down to .specific details· and to point out words, phrases,

and verses which bear out

$UCh a theory. They are also reti-

cent in d.escribing the exact nature of these subjective quali-

ties or the play. InsteadJ there is an 1rrita.t:lng ten<lency to
stand off s.t a safe distance f:r.-om the \\sork of minute analysis
and to quote exemplary extracts , from the drama \Vhioh ha,ve become mere

ban~lities · in

the illustration of a "manifest truth. •1

This chapter proports to provide a generml
what the

~cholers

~o.romery

of

have written about Samson £L&optstes a.nd auto-

biography. It is arranged in the :Cushion of a linear scale,
which progresses from those Yi?ho regard. the poem as e sort· of
quasi-autobiographical or Q.uasi-allegor1cal work of multi ...

level significance, to those who believe that it will not support an autobiographical interpretation at all. There is also
included a discussion of the conjectured date of composition

of the drama, as this controversy has a direct bearing on any

18

estimate of the subjeotive nature 0£ Milton's play. It ia intended that the chapter. serve as a general bibliography for
the student who is researching in thi's area of Miltoniana.
?le sha.ll beg in at one end of 'th'i s seals, which ea.n be

called the positive enci•. Some $Chola.rs have see.n a bi-fold
or even a. tri-foln. meaning to various ele·ments of the·

over

fir.t<J

dr~mn

e.bove the actual history of Samson. Denis Sau.rat

says, "In Samson Milton·.gives us a three-fold picture of life:
:fi'rst, of m~n' s life
land, Samson

·1n .general;

repr 1~stm:ting

the

then of the history of Eng-

ft~llen

Puritan partl-1', when the

royalist Philistines triumph in debauch and revelry;· the end
being a prophecy or justice to come; and lastly, of
Ol'ill life, wrecked in hope, blind <:tr1d poor, and

perpetuating

th~ gloriou~J

revengo of' Paradise

Sau.rat says, , nuflton is more

intimata~ly

Milt~ou

end

1r1e~ditat:tng
~. n

18

•s

lig-ain,

·present in Samson

Agonistes than in any of his other poems. Here he put the his-

. :t.ory

or

...
19
his lite. 1J

Jtno·ther three-level interpreter of the poem is ·the Hamson.
editor, A. w. Verity. He comments thet besides servin.g as

0

a

record of .~1lton's deepest feelings at the most tragic point

1n his· career, n the drama can be interprete(i. on the ,political
and religious level·as seventeenth-century England and on the
anagogioal level a.s prophecy of the 'soon-to-be-rea.lized
18nenis Sauret, Milton, ·~ and Thtnker (London) l94ttt:),

P• 198.

19

Ibid., p. 200.

19

doenfall of the Royalists.

20

This same essential conception

of the different levels of." meaning has also been expounded
by

B1chard Garnett in his Life !!M. Writings .2!. John ¥1lton,

wh.ere1n he says, "The' English nation ia to [Milton] the enslaved and erring Samson--a Samson, however, yet to burst
21
his bonds and bring do-ffn ruin upon Philistia.n
22

Miss Dora Neil Raymond and Sir Herbert J.C. Grierson
have both noted two levels of meaning to the character of Samson. Grierson makes this analytical comment:

tt • • •

Mil.ton is

neV'er merely concerned with, himself. His true self is his
ideals, the good cause, and the English people had passed
through the fire to perish in the smoke because they had not
understood in what true liberty consists.«

23

Though still interpreting on this multi-strata basis,
Mark Pattison shows ar1 interesting mitigation in his concep-

tion of the literalness of the allegorical applicability of
the play: ftit is of little moment that the incidents of Samson's life do not form· a striot pa.ra.lle-1 to those of- Milton 1 s

lite, or to the career

or

the· Puritan cause. The_ resemblance

lies in the sentiment and ·the· situation, not the bare event."

24

20A.Vi. Verity, "Introduction to, Samson Agonistes" in
Ralph E. Hone, ed., Johit ta1ltonts "Samson Agonistes, u ~- _
Poem and Material!: !Qr. .Analysis {San 1¥-rancisco, 1866) ,pp. l50tf.
21Richard Garnet:t; The Life arid Writings of ~ Milton
(New York, 1890), pp. l84-l85.
22 oora Neil Raymond,· Oliver's Seeretarl: ~Milton.!!!.
an Era of-Revolt (New York, 1932), p. 278.
- 23;t"r Herbert J.C. Grierson, Cross currents in English

Literature of the Seventeenth Century {London, l95l) 1 P• 271.
24Mark Pattison, Milton (New York, 1900), p. 191.
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The two words• «sentimentn end "situation,*' are key words to
be remembered when considering the subjective· nature

or

the

poem, for they envelop much of the personal element that is
to be· found therein, a.s will be further shown· in Chapter IV.
Moving away "from the rnultiple-level interpretations, we

come to ·several reputable ori tics· who hctve seen a more simple

allegorical par·ity between only the history and cha.racter of

Samson and those of. Milton. 'rhe most rash and violent proponent is Hilaire Bellooi·who gives his discussion of' the subjectivity ot· Milton's· poetry the tone of ·an arraignment: "He
put a lot of' himself in_to Satan, in both the epics, and espe-

cially in Paradise Regained; and something of himself, of
course. into everybody else including Eve; bu-t Seunson is alto--

gether Milton, without overlap and without exception. He is·
Milton in every -·particular. • • • ff

25

J-.lthough this is outlan-

dish, it is a good example or the lack of restraint which

oharacteriz-es many of the critical statements about this aspect or

s~unson

f.gon1s·tea.. A serious attempt to support suoh

assertions would require an appreciable volume of meticulous
analysis.

Pro:f'essor HanCord 1s

a.nother·heavy-~handed

the autobiographical nature of the poem.

es.

interpreter of

Although he cites

some of the more bel_abored illustrations from the dialogue,
2t::0
26

. .··
.
. ... · .·. ' . . . .
m.laire Belloc, Milton (London, 1935), p. 273.

James Holly Hanford, John Milton,
!ork, 1949), pp. 212.22a.

i

Englis~~n (New

21
he does give some less· obvious expressions which tie in with
the life of the poet a11d which a.re somewhat less in decorum
with the traditional Biblical Samson. He becomes overly bold,
however, when he·

st~te~.

that the oonversati,on between 'Manoa

and Samson can, "without too much stre.ining,tt be

oonaide~Gd

as "an imaginary one between Milton and his parent. 0
is there to be f'ound arrf. authentic

between the poet and

h1~·tather

deso~·iption

27

Where

of a dialogue

which would allow us to er-

r1ve at such a C'Onclusion? :Purtbermore, where is there to be
found arir account that indicates that the elder Mr. M.ilton
had suoh attitudes toward his son•s marriage or career that
would hav·e made this kind ·of dialogue between them likely?

The most interesting part of Ha.nford•s interpretation of
Samson is his discussion of the conc.ept of catharsis as

taken from the conventions.of Gr,ek tragedy and applied to
this drama.

28

Milton desci-ibed the purpose and intended

·ertect of catharsis in the .introductory statement appended
to the p~ay (ttOf T~at So~t of nra.matio Poem t~1b1cb Is Called

Tragedytt), and certainly.we rnust feel that the ca:tb&rsis had
more than its normal effect upon one who had so much in com-

mon with Samson. Hanlord,has given us some interesting and
helpful ideas about the essence of the poem, but many of them
which oonoer11 the autobiographical content are little more.
27
28

Hanford,

John~Itilton,

.

-Ibid., PP• 226-227.

Englishman, P• 217.
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then generalized conjeoture wh1oh probably cannot be sup-

ported..
Sotne of the Ct'itios, while expounding a general pos- .
etti~ude

1 tive

toward the. autobiographical interpretation,

include precautionary or.limiting statem&nts. Thus, although
t;son1·~

he considers Samson.

art, A.S.P. Woodhouse
impression

or

~ays

as hfghly personal literary

that it is a mistake to form en

the dran1e as merely concealed autobiography f

44

It is the story or Samson but· touched to det1per and finer

is5ues, not by Milton•s e.rt alone, but by his experience and
reflection.''

29

Masson, too, while· delivering O.$sGnti&lly an autobiograpaical analysis, ma.kes an important reservatiotu "• •• it is im-

possible to point out a single particular in which, having
chosen for his subject Samson ts dying
strained it for

ter IV

or

person~l

:N~venge,

he has· over-

30

purpose•"

As we- shall see in Chap-

this paper, Masson 1 s qualification is somewhat too

restrictive; and there are, in fact, 'some relatively ra.'re

in..

stances in which the poet seems to hav$ allowed the topical

to dominate over the historical oonte:xti.
Very simil.at'" to Masson' s statement are the ideas ot Doug-

las Bush. Be does not admit, in the way of subjeoti'V'itYt to
20 .·. .

.

.

. '

Arthur S,P. Woodhouse, usamson asonistes and Milton's
E:xperienoen in Proceeding~and Transactions of·the· Royal Society; 2!. Canada, Third Series, XLIII (June, l949); 162. · 30
uasson, VI, Eno·.
1
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anything more than a gene.t)al infusion or .Mil ton ts despair as

1t was in the 16SO•a, and he regards any parallels between
;~a

the hero and the poet as nove:rtone."
toward the negative ernf of our

is not a detail of

0

He takes a long step

scale'* when he says, HThere

sen~iment wh~oh.

does. not belong to the

story of Samson, and the poet's emotions, whatever they.may
.

. 32

have been, were wholly-.s.ublimated."
fJith statements whi:ch deny ns1ng.le ·particularst1 and _ltde-

t·a1ls

or

sentiment" that a.r$ foreign to the objective. his•

torioal context of a dramatization of Sa.maon' s story, we have
passed~

as. it were, from the positive into the negative area

of our nscale. rr Just as we- round to be the case with some· of

the positive expositors, there are unfounded

neg~t~ve

axTgu-

ments which deny eny a.utobiographical pertinence. The ·blue-;.·:

ribbon example of this is William

n.

Parker's. assertion that'

the poem does not intend any .impersonation or suggestion or
the life of the poet:beoause Milton would not have wanted· the
reading public to adopt

th~

notion that his blindness was, in

effect, God's punishment for his literary advocacy of the
execut,ion of Charles I. and his support
33

governments.

.

or

the interregnum

Now, t·he nsamson equals· Miltonn assumption

(regardless of whether :or not we believe it to be solidly·

51
·. ~·Bush~ •!Q]m Mil'ton (Boston, l94l. ) , p. 2ol..
· Douglas
32 . . ·
l,bi.d.

Z'O'William R. Parker, ttThe Date of Samson .Agonistestt1n

Philol~gi_cal .Q.ua1~terlx., XXVIII (Octobet', 19·49); 150.
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rounded) seems to be generally adhered to by readers who
know anything of the history of. :Milton's life. Nee,iless to

say 1 Milton was a.wa.r·e of the ·s-imilarities hi·mself t and be
surely must

ha·~.re reali,a~d

that.. the readers. of hi.s day would

see·: thell1, too. This begs the quest1on--1f l\f:ilton would not
have wanted his readers

to

adopt the personal parallels·,

whY did ~e publish the drama a.t all? The. fact that he did
publish the work a.fte~ the· Hestorati·on, when the sirr11lari-

t1es between himself' and hie .bero were so obvious, seems to
give the lie to an assertion tha.t Milton

be. equated to

wa~s

anxious not to

Samson •.

Although this article ~~.The Date of §amson At;onistestt)
by .Parker is primarily d.1t'.{3·cted toward the ·thesis o.f an
ea~ly,

date··,of composit1.on.. ·ror the play, much of it is con-

cerned witb the autobiographical <.lontroversy. Uany of the

·Observations that be makes seem to be »handy-dandy," according to his purpose at the tim.e that they a.r$ made. For

example, ·a,fter 'taking· a basically non--autobiogre.phical stand.
early in the :article, be later espouses a positive stand to
ornament his argument for ar1 early date, observing that the
pasaages concerning

blir~dness

ttha.ve about them the eloc;iuence

'
. ' .
,,
34
l1r\d. 001:1,,ie:tion of newly•roet. reality. n

The controversy among the Mi.lton scholars ·concerning the

date of composition or.sa.mson Agonistes is of vital importance
54.

Parker, "The Date of .Samson·Agon1stes." p. 163.
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to the evaluatior1 of th<1 autobiographical interpretation
because frequently the- argument~1 for an eai.. ljr flate imply
the negative attitude toward e subjec-tive Sam.son. Naturally,

if tb1s conjeotured time is placed before 1660, or even
more drastically, befo~e 1650, the tra.d:t tional opinions

or

the nutobiog1"aphical significance of Samson's condition--

blind, fallen into the 'hnnds ·or evil foes, beset by _physical a11d mental

tortaent~~are

held up to question by the· very

aot. Samson•s fallen state could not very well represent
John Milton of the 1660.'s i£ the play had been pennef1 1n
the· 16110 's or the 1650 •a.

Probably the most unsound argument for an early date
is the previoualy.-d1scussed article

by

Parker. Here are some

of his main points for assuming it to be an early work:
Milton nowhere mentions a date for the composition; t.h6·
early biogra.phers are noticeably reticent on the matter;

because E'wa.rd Phillips (Milton's nephew and one ot the
early biog:ra.phe:rs) says that three years after the pub1iea-

t1on of Paradise 1.Q.2!-was a itwondertul short spaoett in
whi.ob to have composed -.rarad.lse Regained, it is not l'ikely

that Milton could have composed. Seri1son in th& same inter•

valJ because Milton censured the use of rhyme .in the little
note entitled "The Verse" appended to the printings of
-

P•~adise
-

.

Lost after 1668, and because this drama contains

,..............

so•e scattered rhyme
.

• '

,

(a mere 154 out of 1758 lin.es, and all

spoken bf the Chorus), Samson 'is not likely to have been

28

written close to that time; because the the-me of God choosing a· fe"R select men to perform .his great deeds was more

prevalent in the per1o4 :r.rom 1848 to 165-1, the oo~~po;:;:ttion

ot the drama is ruoat'ldgically placed in thoBe years; because Saruson ·Agonistes 1. s dramatic prophecy• which

prevalent in the yea1.. s·

·or ·the

most

V.it:W

pamphlet warfare, i.t 1s. likely

that Samson Moni~ i!f. a. product

·or

the ideas" of. tbe poet

during that epoch.· '!'he _Upshot· of this s.tudy is Pa1 ker' s
1

placing the. composi tioi"l

of

the drama between 1647 .~md 1650·.

3f>

Before the reader makes e11y oonclusi ve opinions btlse<l on ·this

ar·t1cle' by -'Parker, howeV'er,. 'lie should Ernest S1rluok's
poi.nt•by.-;point reeu·tat:ton of it, entitled· ntiome Raoe.nt
'

'

'

Changes in· the Chronology of :Mil t()n ·ts Poems. u

36

Mother perpetrator of the earl.y,.;.date theory 1,s John

T. Shawoross in hls meticulous_ comparative analysis of ' Comust
Paradise tost, f,a:radise :1\egt1!ne~,,- and. Samson .ft.Eionistes. -On ·:
'.

the 'ba·sis of the frequency· and 1nrr·aquency

or

'

suah prosodic

characteristics as strong
pauses, ·terminal 'pauses, enjamb ..
...
ment, ahd pollysyliabic word, location, he h11s arrived at
the f ollow1ng order of ·com-position f or the four works: .Ail
1

or Comus; all of Samson 'Agon1stea; Pareidise .f1esained,
35

06

.

.

Pa11oker, "The. Date of Samson

.

AflOnist~~ ..

tr,·

" p. 184.

See Ernest Sirluck, HSome Recent Changes in the

Chronology of Mil ton• s , Hoems ti in Journal of E11glisb ~
German Philology, :XL (l96l); 749ff. The bulk of .this article
is also in Hone ts edition of Samson A&onist~.~ and f?amson

criticism.
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IV, and III; Pat"a.d:tse

~

VIII, IX, X; I, III, XII, and

XIJ Paradise );1ega1ne9. IJ and Paradise Lost .v, VII, IV, II,
37
and VI.
He:r·e we have an elaborate and detailed stµdy of

the chronology of Milton's poems based on the prior assumption, doubtless erronous, that prosodic intricacies are in
suoh an ordered progression that wou.ld allow.us to rely" upon

them as a measure for chronology. Long before Shawcross•s
study was ever dreamed

ot, ·the

ll.1.lton critics::were pointing

out the mercurial nature of the prosody in.§amson. Verity's
caution furnishes us with a good example: "lJo one, or course,
should presume to tie Milton down to rigid principles· of

prosody, and scan his lines as though they were a

school~

boy's oop.y or muoh-toiled iambics. A poet like Milton makes
38

his own laws. • • • "

.
.
. Robert Bridges, in his complete book

on Mil ton ts prosody, explains that :samson Agonistes :t as. well
as Paradise Lost and Paradise Jiesa.1ned; must be taken a&
~

generis in a study

or

.

their verse oharaoteristios,

39

and

-.

he further states that,the variance ·1n both Paradise Reggined end Samson show·arejection on behalf of the poet ot

•aw or

the more strict rules that· he practised in the epic

poem.

A more ger1eral ·explanation of the nature of the verse·

40

'

37

.
.
John T. Sha\toross 1 "The Chronology of Milton's Maj·or
Poems" in PMLA, LXXVI (September, 1961), 352.
·
58
· verity in Hone•:sedition, p. 130.
59

. .

.

Robert Bridges, Milton•s Prosodz (OX.ford, 1921), p. 46.
40.
Ibid., pp. 46tt~-'
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of the poem was given by Sir Walter Raleigh: nin the Chorus

or

Samson ··Agon1stes, where he reaches

Mi.lton varies even the 'length.

o~

th~

_top

or

his skill,

the line. So he· hardly ba.s

a rule left, eave the· 1.ambic pattern, whicb be· treats merely
as· a point

or ;departure .or'

reference, a background or frame-

work to carry the varia.tlon irnposed upon 1 t by the lux.uri·

41
ance or a perfectly controlled art.tt ·

.Another aspect of'the.pis.y which Shawcross•s analysis·
seems to ignore is the>fact that_§.amsot,l·.Agonistes purports
to be modeled exteosivefy on the conventions of the ancient
Greek tragedy. Thus, Milton has told us himself" in the pref.atory note to the p·lay that "The· mes.sure of the verse. used
42
in the ahorus is of a11: sorts •••.• n
To recapitulate,

then saawcross has founded his

con~lus~oQs

on at least two

raul:ty assumptions •. First, his· theory would nec~ssitate

!_

priori that a poet's veree always progresses in one direction
·steadily with respect to each individual

prosod.i~

device--

that a poet never consciously adopts a style that is regressive or bizarre. Second, his theory would ha\te to depend on

the poet•a unconsciousness of his own prosody. Once we admit
· to the truth-•that all' great verse styli.sts are

keen~

aware

of what they are doing .w·ith verse,· meter, and rhyme at all
41 1s1r,._ .wa;i.t·er.~ Ral.eigh).;.'._Milton (N.evt\York, 1900), p·. 203.
42

'

Milton, "Of That Sort of Dramatic Poem Which Is Called
Tragedy" in Douglas Bush,. ed., The Complete Poetical Vlorks of
John Milton, pp. 517-518.
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times--then we

mus~

concede that Milton chose a style,

whatever the· reason mi.ght have been, that bears some re-

semblance to bis earlier works. The crot'r71intJ irony of the
study 1s

th~

guess th$t. he ma.kes for. the dete of compo-

ai tion: 1646 to 1648. The ode !2. lQ!m.11ouse was written
in 1647 •. As Milton tell.s us in the sta-tement attached t·o

the poem, it is a Latin poem in partia.l·imitation of the
ancient practitioners, and., just as Samson !£.onistes.,: this
appended statement explains 'the irregularities of form and

prosody. Does it not seem strange that 1.n arb.itra1·11y as-

signing our

d~amatio

poem.a date by such criterion it should

happen to end up at the·same time that we find another poem
which is avowedly irregular?
Alan H. ,Gilbert, in his article entitled

Agoniste§

Unfinish~d?"

0

ts s.ams9n

has presented a theory that the play

is an early work in its· inception which Milton revised ·
(though not with enough care-) end published in 1671. The

study is based on discrepancies which he has round in the
drama and in the Argument as it relates . to the e.ction or the
drameh Most of the discussion is founded on
however, and some

ot t·lle·m

m~re

st:raws,

are actually misrepresentations.
.
.

In the first place, he ·says that the Arg"ument· :1s not a bal-

lanced rep1--esentat1C?n or the play9 The Visits to Samson by

Harapha and Dalila are represented by the clause 0 who.1n tf.e
meanwhile is visited by other persons.'' Gilbert states that
555 l'ines of the drama are consumed by the visits

or

these

30

two, and that this is out of proportion to the slight men.tion in the Argwnent,

43

-'~,Either he

has included more h'3re

than is actually encompassed by the two visits, or he has
a bad head for numbers. Even inol:uding the introductory remarks made by the Chorus· at the separate approaches of these
two

characters~ the~r

,V'isits occupy a total of 468 lines,

Dilila 1 s consuming lines. 710 · to m~e, .and Harapha' s con...
.

.

suming ~ines 1061 to

1243.

I do not find anything in the

article wh1ohmentions that the 222 lines of Book II or
Paradise~,

which

and Death, (lines 648

t~ll

to

of Satan ts encounter with Sin
870-•more than'one-fiftb

or

the

whole Book) are represented in the .Argument, by the olause
twe~ty

Hand who sat there to &uard themn (less than one

fourth of the whole argument by word count). Gilbert stresses

that Dalila and Hare.pha jire not named in the Argument, and
be sees that as a reason, for assuming that the J\rgument is
an early work composed. for a.n earlY Sa,mson drama which did
-

4.4.

not include these characters.

I do not find mention

the fact that on numerous oocasions in the

Argume~~s

or

·to the

Books or Paradise -Lost._ ($Uch as. the very one cited in ref:er:..·

.ence-to Sin ,and Death)·the full proper name of the referent
is

Acoo1.,di·ng to Gilbert• s ideas, this would con-

hot·~~-gi ven.

tribute to a theory, that the Arguments of Paradise Lost, too,
43

.

.

·.

.,

.

.

.

.

'

.

'

· Alan H. Gilt>ert I "Is . .§.~m!Q!! Agonistes Unfinished?"
in Phi'lologica.l C:ua.rterl:,l,, XXVIII {October, lB49),, · 98.
44 . . .
Ibid.•

ol
are· essentially earlier compositions, when,. as a matter

or

ract,. they were composed after the first· printing of the.

poem and were,appendad to the 1668 printtng for ·th& first
45

time•
These and

othe~.

"ilnrhetorio" and

sinillar deta1·1s, in ·add! tfon to· some

nun~Mi.ltonio'* · Q.Uali ties

which he find·s in

tlle poem, ·1ead Gilbert'to :the assumption that Sam§on'Agonistes is essentially·

an· 'fwta:rJ.y·work

(following· soon after 'the

Tr1n1 ty ·uanuscript) w111,·(ih ~11ton failed· to fully revise for
46
the pUblication ·in 1671.

A more reasonaole . attitude toward. the dating of Samson
1s - that of' A.S.P. Woodhouse in his article, naamson .Ason!s.•

and Milton's
u He visualizes a progress· that
-tea
runs throughout the malor poems: "temptation, disobedience,
Experie~nce.

repentance, obet11ence, "and restoration. u

47

The series is

aha.red by Adam and Ohris:t in the two lat"g·er works combined,
and the entire· gamut

is

:round in 5amson'·. 4g·9nistes.• Besides

this ·organic affint ty which 1 t. bas to the other two m.s.Jor-

9oems, -Woodhouse suggests a. better and more profound reason

ton placing th& trage'dy_in the.l660'si "· •• when disaster
overtook· his cause ·and seiit him into hiding, a Cugitive
.

45

!'

-.

· Masson, VI, 62.rJ.

46

-

. ·.

_·

. .

- .·

Professor ~ilbert" :along· with Parker, receives animadvex·sions in Birluck.•s examination of ·the ore-dating" of

if.ilton 'S poetx•y ... (See page £.8 abovr;-.)
47 woodhouse,, p. 160 •.
~i·

·rrom his enemies, Milton may well have turned or returned to
the, theme of Samson as the perfect vehicle for his emotions
• .• • .it &pp-ears to offer an occasion wholly adequate to
48
call. into being the profound passion of the· 'Play. n

house; 1n

eat1matin~

Wood-

thedate of com.position to be l6GO or

ltl6l, bri·ngs the. trager;iy· .more into' focus. aooord1ng to

rea-

s·on, usentiment, 0 and 'sJtuation" rather than t.he slu--ede

and patches

or

questionable

~echnic-al

matter and. innig . . .

nifioant flaws upon tthi'c.h many of the nearly date" critics
are wont to base their,,th.eortes.
The more ntraditi"<>baln dating of Samson

Jgon~stes

is

in ,the middle or•. ·the- late 1660•s, .following ff.rsdise &!ost
and probably rollowingi Paradise. Regained,. James H. Eemford,

Douglas Bush,. and

David~Masson

are some

or

tpe better-known

scholars who have supported this: dating.
l

.

The tirst thing

tt> · !,\Otioe

throughout this .oompe:fldi um

is tbatthe_scholars; who· pursue the non.-trs.ditional dates
for the drama have- the_ -most ambitious and detailed arguments. They need thettl, thoUgh 1 as they have placed them..:. .

selves at a disadvantage from. the -very start by bucking _

pure reason and disregard'ing the profound senti'ments of
expression in the dial.ogue, ·as well as tbe, organic Unity
which binds 'it to t,he other two major poems- Certainly,-.

these

re~sons

48m

are not to be overlooked merely· because

dbouae, p. i--·-9·
.
~· •

1¥00
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they are less tar1gible th!Ul the evidence which the "early·

datists" have thrown up •.
In the fina.l analysis, I find four reasons· for assigr.dng the period of

1~3'60 ·t<l

1670 'as· the time for the

composition of Samson Agonis tes as t:e have it today. J\s

we have no certain ·statements by ttie poet or his contem.,.
poraries giving· tis any.·~·more· specif'i.c i.nrormation- about·

the date,· it seems '.to me the.ts it is futile to atttnnpt to

narrow

the ;period . cl.own ··wt thin this . decade. Fi'r et, . t?m. of
.

-

,,

.

th& early biographers· at.Milton, llicha~dson .~lnd. the ttanon-

ymous biographer": (whotllLss Helen Darbishir·e believes to

be

John· Phillips, the 'poet·• s nephew), state: the opinion

that· .Sem$on ·~goni.stea· came after Paradise· l.o$·t. and Paradise
49
'
Re.1tained.
This, or course; would plac.a '1~ in the· second
half

o·r the 1860 ts.

·.Although the early biographers cia.n not

be thoroughly relied. upon today, this is the closest thing
to· any ·&ort of contemporary evidence that' we have.
Second,'_ the

overal~

degree of ·passion in many

sentiment· or the· tragedy and the

or

the U-tterances bespeak a deep

personal· emotional invoivement of the poet Vt'ith ~1s orea...

tion, an.tl·it- is doubtrtil.·thai 'these _heights could. have been
reached until Milton.bad passed through-the experiences
which made him a·ktndred

~p1r1t.

Nowhere do Sa.ten's speeches

"'v

49 Helen Darbishire#.
. .
.
. of. M1l t on
ed.,
·The Ea·rb'. Lives

(London,

1932)~

pp. 29 and 275.
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capture the human suffering that Samson's do because there
was not th$ degree of •tfinity between Satan and Milton
that exists between Milton and Samson. This homogeneity
could have been but partially possible before the Restora-

tiom.
.

.

Xhtrd'f, since no really conclusi've evidence has been
offered that would insist on an eet·ly date, we are left

with the recourse or assuming a time close to the date of
publication as being mote reasonable than a time which is

inexplicably remote from that date.
FourthJ Samson Agoniste·s· is not only similar to Paradise

~ ~~_nd Pa1~adise

qRegained in the wisdom and maturity

of recurrent »iltonio ideas, but it should be regarded as
a sequel to the two longer poems. In· all three we can see
an upward progress in the relationship of God to man: Fix·st,

Adam fails God by breaking his decree and succumbing to
temptation, and he uudergoes punishment. Next, Christ takes
man•s burden and atones for man's failure .bY resisting

temptation, demonstrating supreme faith a.nd obedience, and
triwnpbing over Satan. Finally, Sams9n·Agonistes applies
the test once again to man, and man fails. He falls to the
temptation of Dalila's charms and divulges the secret of

his strength in disobedience to God's will. Like Adam, be
1a punished for thi-s disobedience; like Ad.am, he repents
and undergoes spiritual regeneration.• Then, like Christ in

the wilderness, Samson triumphs over ev.11 and disobedience

in the name of God. The progress is unquestionably humanis-

tic (in tbe more modern sense of the term), placing man in
the final triumph thro'llgh patience, magnanimity, and supreme ta.1th.

CHAPTER III
Before turning to'°a
graphical content

or

~etailed

analysis of the autobio-

Samson Asonistes, it is in order to

indulge in an introductory digression to seek a better
understanding of the work in relation to Milton's ideas
and his other literary works of the post-R.estoration per1od--to. recognize its· true r'aison d •etre.

In seeking to exp].ain the essence of .Samson 'ilgqnistes,,

many

read~rs

and soholarswould have it that the poem should

be studied as· a quasi•allegorioal aooount of the poet's life
after the return to the monar·cby in 1660. Samson,

b~1nd ~t

';•

'

the mill in Gaza and surrounded by the evil and immoral .
Phi.listinea is taken to be ·a

pe~f.ect

surrogate. for Milton

during this epoch., the blirid man who was forced to flee
into hiding because ot the avenging wrath of the heinous
executions by' the Roye.list mob.

Othe~

critics will tell us,

however, that Samson :ls.best interpreted as Milton's attempt to to render a

mor~·modern

form

or

the classical

Greek tragedy, especially since he took such pains a.s to

preface the work with a.detailed explanation of this aspect.
Still ·others will insist that it is en autotelio work--a
dramatization gro ll of the last hours of the Israelite

martyr.
Samson Asonis·tes actually embodies all of these purposes to a limited degree, but not any one o·f them- offers

37

a convincing explanation for the thought in ·the drama, and
it is the thought .. -the·philo~ophy'~ as well as the spiritual

regeneration of Samson4•that is of most .moment ·therein.
(Thus, Samuel Johnson criticized the pley because

'~the

im-

mediate parts have neither cause nor consequence, neither
. hasten ·nor ·retard the catastrophe:)

50

Once w·e agree tha·t ·~~ is the ·thought that is of most
itnportance in Samson, i:t· remains for us . to arrive at an

understanding of just what the germ of the thought. is in
the play. In the closing· of ttrj discussion ot the date of

composition of the play, ! indicated that 1·t is of an organic unity with

Paradi~e

Lost· and

.Par~dise llegai~ed.

This

un1ty·1s derived throuan the r-ele.tionehip that eaoh of the

\

.
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works bears to the Christian Doc·trine.

.

In his Dedication

to this work 1 .Milton explains that it is the product

or

h1s

personal meditations upon the word of God as it is round in
the Holy Scriptures alone. !t is e.n attempt to arrive at a
more pettf'ect conception. ·of eternal saltration.-.-especially the

. salvation of John Milton. It is

an

attempt to understand

or

more precisel.y the

true:natu~e·of

to

to John Milton.· More important for us,

-man-~espec1ally

·-

.........

----~

.•.

the relationship

God

·.

' 50 samuel Johnson, HJ·ohnson'.s. Chief t;ives g!. !b!, Poets
(New York;, 1689)• p. 58. •

,
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.
.
The Christian Doctrine is Milton's prose exposition
of the Scriptures • .Although the work was not gathered into
its ·present form until·.the .middle and late. l650•s,· it may·
be considered as the ,poet's theological, moral, and ethical
beliefs that had taken shape throughout his life.

however, it is a vector to the thought in Jililton•s three
great poems of the l660ts. All of' these works are concerned
primarily wi"th the relationship

or

God to man (both univer-

sally' and as individuals). Thus 1 we have in 'the Christian
Doctrinet
There _can be. no doubt that for ·the purpose

o.r

· vindicating the 'justice or God, especially in bis
calling of mankind, it 1.s much better to allow to

man • • • some portion of free will in .respect of
good works,, or at least or good endeavours, rather
than 1n respect of things \which are indiffer·ent.

For if God be conceived to rule with absolute disposal all the ·actions. of men.· •• he appears to do
nothing which is not right 7 neither will anyone
murmer against suoh a. procedure. 52
··
In Paradise !:.Q!l:
• .• • what is in me darlt
Illumine, wha·t · 1s low raise ai1d support;
.
That to the ·heighth or this great argument ·
I may assert Eternal Providence,.
And justify the ways of God to men.

(P.t..· I, 22·26)
And in Sau1son J.gonistes:

Just a.re the way·s ·or God,
And justifiable to nien

(S.A. 1?93•294)
This 1 then, is the essence of Bamson ..A.gonistes--its true·

raison a•etre.
52 Chr1stian· Doctrine:, Book !, Chapter X!! in Charles
.H.·. Sumner, trans., 'l'he Prose Works ..2£ John Mil·ton, Bohn

Edition (London, 18b3), I'V, 267-268.

.
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Having recognized the generio basis ror the poem, we
can now turn to the final analysis of· itn autobiographical
infusi·on, pe:rhapu ·the roremost ·of Mil ton t n secondary in·

tentions. The term nautobiograpbjf'• is customarily ·used with

more than 1ts usual latitude by crit1ca.lcomnientators when
ref erring to a work· such as·. Samson, which: appears to be ex-

tremely personal and subjective. Thus, before going into
the exposition of ·this· aspect of the .poem,. an explanation

is necessary to inform the rel!tder

or

the comprehensiveness

of 'the te_rm as I use it in thi.s paper. First, there is ·that
which l call nprimary" autoblograpey ...... wot·ds, phrases, and
verses which are interpr·eted as having referen·ce to some

event or epoch in the lire ·of' the po:et or in the political
and ecolesia.stica.1 hist,ory

of

hi.s times. Also, the:re is

"secondary" autobiograpey .... -examples of Miltonic theology,
morals, ethics, and politica-l theory end the solving of
meta.physical problems

in

Miltonic fashion by Samson· and the

Chorus. Tl1ese secondary elements are, I believe, legiti-

mately included w'ithin'.the scope

or

autob:t.ogrephy because

.Santt1on and the Chorus ma:y be considered as having ·been
.

.

-

.

tabula !:!!.ru!. with' regard to philoso'phical concepts and ratio-

cinative problem solvit1g until taken up by Hilton and de•

picted as we have them; yet Milton has c'onfronted them with

issues and problems and:· tias made them to solve these by
by methods which a.re usuelly characteristic of his personal

40

rea,son1ng and philosophY that he employed in. other of his

writings of contemporary application. In short, Samson and

the Choi;us hav-e been fr-equently made to reason and speak
like Milton himself had done on many ocoasions in his life
and writings.
Within these two categories of primary and secondary
autobiog1~aphy,

it is necessary, in ad<lition, to make a

further distinction between what I call tttwti-level" and
npuren autobiography. ·The· two-level autobiography 1·ndloates

a parallel to Mil'toi'l ts ~life. philosophy, or self-concept

w.hi'oh is also probable ·and gel'lllalle to the character or

Samson. The pure autobiography, as

th~

name implies, is

that which is easily ap'plicable to Milton, but not so to

the character

or

Samson.

It seems to be theoustom among mo.st Samsoq 'xpositors
to cite too many
port

o~r

ot the. two-level pa.rallels alone in sup-

an. autobiographical interpretation.

Ir 1

in truth,

nothing more .than. these can be found in the poem,

th~n

the

asse:rtion of a.utobiogi·apey can be hardly better than a mere

guess. although that guess were expressed un1.versally. If,
on the other band, we can find and support several of these
examples of pure autobi·ograp.hy, then the guess can be i-eised

to the
cat.egor/ of ' a resneo'table
thesis.
:
.
. ,' *

In order to make the study convenient for the· reader
to follow with his edi ti oil of Sama on. Jtgqr1!.§..te,s, the me·thod

here is to go through the drama in its natural order,

41
stopping at each pertinent verse or passage. as it appears.
Thus, the papar may be· 'used in the offtce or a gathering

or

sp~cializad

footnotes· in referenoa to what are considered

to be the autobiographical elements in the· ·Work.
As

the play· opens~ Samson da·scr~bes how be is 'beset by

.mental· torment over hi!f.:fa.llen can<litioru
• • .h~nce ~1th leave
:r s.eek .
This unfrequentecL . place to find some ease,
Ease to the body' some, none to the· mind
F1.}om restless thoughts, that like a deadly swarm
or· borne.ts armad, no sooner .four.td' alone,
But rush'. upot1 me· thronging, and present
Times :Past, what I once was, arid what am now~
Retiring from the .po-p:«ilar noise,·

.

,·-·

;(S.A. 15•22)

If one were ·to writ& a dramatization of .Milton's situation
imrnediatelY after· June. lS60, ·ha could insert t1'.is passage
into the pla7 1 and it woultl really 'be more probable, and
recognizable biograpbioal!y than it is in its P.resent oon-

te:xt in Samson. surel.y fit1r1ne the months s-pent .in hiding
. s;_;

at Bartholomew Close
noisei' and the danger

he· sought relie·r from the "popular
th~\t

was

·~resented

by the avenging

Royalists to a blind and he·lpless defender of the regic1dal
.

'

act and the Protectorate.Doubtless, he waa beset by ttreat•
less thoughtstt over "times ·past," what he and the Good Old

Cause once were and the condition into which they had.fallen.
The Biblical samsoi1 was· a Nazar1te whose birth had been
53

.

Masson, VI)

. .· .· . . . .

162·183~
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specially effected by God and lvho was specially selected to

carry out the will of God

as

a great warrior. Thus_ in the

drama; he questions his fate:
Why was my breeding ordered and prescribed
As of a person separate . to God,
Designed for greate:xploits, if I must die
Betrayed, captived, and both my eyes put out? • • •
(S.·A. 30•33)

Very much like Samson, Milton, from his early.years, was·
set apart from the average individual in his training and
his education. The following passage t'rom the Second Defense

s.~ves

us an idea of the tenor of this formative era:

father d-estined me from a child for the pursuits ot polite learning, which I prosecuted with
such eagerness, . that Eifter I was twelve years old,
I rarely Eetired to bed from my lucubrations till
midnight. 4
Uy

Milton speaks further of his development in The Reason .2.t
Church Government, indicating rather clearly that he felt
himself to be headed in. "the direction of "great exploits"
in literature:
• • • it was found.that whether aught was imposed on me by them that had the overlooking, or
betaken to of mine own choice in English, or other
tongue, prosing or versing, but chier-11 ·the latter,
the style bb certain vital sign-s it had, was 11ke1Y to live. 5 .
·

54seoond Defense in The_Vlorks of John Milt.on, Colum..;.
bia Edition, ed. Frank A. Patterson tl• tl• (New York~ 1933),
VIII, 119. (herearter.refeTred to as Columbia Edition;
55columb1a Edition, III, 2t~5.
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Upon occasion, Milton could ·be quite grandiose in the de-

scriptions of his role ·in life., as in the letter written
to his friend Charles Diodati in l637:
You ask what I:

am

thinklng of? So may the.

good Deity help,me,·or immortality. And ·what

~

am I doing?· Growing wings and meditating fli.ght. o6

Milton's letters, h1s
ences like the ones

prose, and his poetry abound .1n refer-

whic~h

ttcular passa.ge in .§!m.son

throughout the drama,

as

have been cited here. In this par·.A;~on1s teJ!,

as well as in many more

we shall have cause to note, Mil-

ton may have incorporated something or his ideals and bis
self-oonoept.
Samson realiies that he no longer has the power to

·c&r.ry out the mission for which he was intended--the great
deliverer 'of the Israelites from the Philistine domination
(S.A.

~8-42).

Milton, too; believed himself to be a

deli~

erer ot the English people, showing the way from tyranny
to poli tlctil and religious ·libet'ty. Here ·we ·hs.ve a statement from the Second Defense; which shows Milton's oonoep ...

tion of the singularity·or his role:
That I was.the oily·one foUnd to defend the
cause or the people .of' ;England, it I consider .
the interests or ·the ··commonwealth, it is a subject of reai:ooncern to mei if I consider the
glory, it ls not unwillingly that I should suffer any, one· to sha:re it with me.57
56aantord, John Milton, !nglHHl!nan, p. 69.
57 Seoond Defense, Columbia Edition,·· VIII, lll.
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And here is Milton•s conception of the progress that he
was making as a "great·deliverertt in the early l650•st
• • • it seems to me, that, from the columns
of Hercules to the .farthest borders ot !"nd1a,
that throughout thi·s vQst expanse, I am bringing
back, bringing home to every na.tion, libg~ty so
long driven out1 so long in exile • • • • · ·
There will be ot-her octmsions throughout Samson Agonistes
where Milton more ·manifestly incorporate.s himself and his

personal ideals into this facet of Samson's character.
Samson 1.ndulgea in. some self·analysis concerning the

reason for h!s fall:
O impotence of mind, in 'body strong l

But what is strength without a double share
Of wisdom? Va.st,,· unwieldy, burdensome,
Proudl.y secure, ~tet liable to tall
By weakest subtleties:; not ma.de to rule,
But to subserve where wisdom bears coL,mand.

(6.A. 62-57)

Here is an example of secondary·autob1ograpby in a familiar
expression of M1lton1c.philosophy and M1ltonio analysis of
such a plight

as Samson's •. He

used ·the idea in some

or his

political writing when ·.:be cautioned all Englishmen that
true liberty begins at home an<'l in t.ha 1nd1 vidual 's con-,

duct of his personal life. He spoke of wisdom most character1st1call:y in ·the d_i'loroe pamphlets, ·however, using the ·term

in this sense:
58 second Defense, Columbia Edition,. VIII; 15.
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frequently this cool unpassionate mildne.ss
of positive wisdom is not enough to damp and.p;stonish the proud resistance or the onrna.1.59

In the Christian Doctrine we find a precise description
or this kind of wisdom 1n which Samson has proven to be

deficient:
Wisdom i~ that whereby tie earnestly search
after the will or.,God, learn it with a.ll:d.111..gence, an~ govern all our s.otlons a.ocordi.ng to
its rule. 0
.

Throughout his life, Milton sought to understa.nd and liv-e

according to this wisdom based on the will of God. More
extensive treatment of .the Miltonic idea

or

wisdom will

be given as it appears upon other occasions in the drama..
Among the· many afflictions· that Samson· cites in this·
introductory sililoqcy, ·the foremost is his blindness (S. A.
66-lOO).

or· course,

the parallel· be.tween Samson and Milton

needs no more than acknowledgement here. The important thing
to notice about this long complaint is the intensity of the

emotional expression therein. That Milton could have prevented his personal emotions from becoming a·part ot such
an expression seems impossible; nor is there any reason to
assume that he would have sought to avoid the 1nfUs1on. A

very similar ·passa!!e to· this one· in Semson Aggpistes 1n

v,

09
An P.pologx IQ.t. Sniectxmnuus,, Columbia Edition, III, 313.
60
christian Doctrine, Book I:t; 'Chapter II, Bohn Edition,
10.
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subject and tone is the Invocation to Book III of Paradise

-Lost.

A .comnarison
of the similarities
..

bet~.reen

these two

passages leads to the lpgica.l conclusion that although

the lines from Samson were written for the purpose of an
ar~istio

portrayal of the heroin his sufferings, the true

source for the emotional experience expressed· therein.was
tbe same as that

or

the·.- o-penlY autobiographi.cal lines 1n

_-

Paradise Lost •.
..................................

Within the long excerpt just considered, Samson cites
other ills which he suffers at the harids of the Philistines.:

• • • I, dark in light, exposed
To daily' fraud, contempt, abuse, and v1rong.
(S.A, 75-76)
This passage seems to have been influenced by Milton's domestic situation in the Jewin Street house during the year 1662.
His three daughters were residing with him at the time, end
he employed them in the disagreeable task of reading to him
1n foreign languages which they did not understand. The poet
is reputed to have told a. witness before bis death that his
daughters and a maid-servant cheated

h~m

:tn his household

exr,enditures and disposed of some of bis books in a frat.J.du61

lent manner.

Mass()n has also shoi4n .us.that Milton suffered

gl'eat financial losses due to the change

61

Masson, VI, 448•

·or

the government

47
82

in 1660.

'.

·Thus·,- when :we consider caref'ully the circumstances

ot both Samson and

Mil~on,.

we can see that the word fraud in

verse 76 has valid applioa·tion only 1n the case or the poet.
.

.

.

'

Had Samson any money in his· pockets when he was taken captive 1n Gaza?· Had he any form ot investments or real estate
that were cheated away tr9m ·him? This seems to me to be one
of the prime examples·of autobiographical overtones in the
drama,

and

I take the ~word'traud here to be an example of

pure autobiography, slight as 1 t may seem. Milton· appear.s

to have drawn, consciously· or linconsciouslY, ·upon some .situation other then that: .·of Sa.mson 1il Gaze for this phrase,

the most applicable and· :most likel.Y source being his own
.

.

experience. Whether or not it was intentional on the part.

of the poet at the 'time

or·

c"ompos1t1on is only a subject

tor guess, but it is unlikely that he could have failed
to recognize· the implication. 'upon he~rlng it read baot to
him by his amabuens1s··•.. ·

At this point in the play, the Chorus enters at a distance, sees Samson as he rests, and· expresses ama;-zement over

his fallen condition: . ·
Can this be he,
That heroic, that ~~nowned,
Irresistible Samson? ·whoin.,-unarmed,
No strength of man, or fiercest wild beast could.withstand;
Who tore the lion, as the· lion· tears the kid,
Ran on embattled ar~ies clad in iron,
And, weaponless ·himself) . .

.

Made arms ridiculous, useless the forgery
62

Masson, VI, 440.
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Of brazen shield and spear, the hammered cuirass,

Chalybean-teu1pered steel, and frock of mail

Adamantean proor;
But ,arest he who stood aloof, .
When insupportebly his foot advanced,
In scorn or their proud arms and warlike tools,
Spurned them to death .by troops.

(B.A. 124-138)
Tbis passage 1s very similar in tenor and phraseology to
various expressions eSptfOially in his prose tracts wherein
he depicts himseilf as a kind

or

heroic, quasi-militant

warrior in behalf of pol.itioal, 1•eligious, and ethical

liberty for the English people. The strongest direct voicings of this self-concept are to be· found in the prose

.Defenses of the 1650•s. In the First Defense he speaks of
the deeds which had been wrought by him in· .TI:!! Tenure .Qf.

Kings and

~ag:i.strates

and in Eikonoklastes:

Even as suocessf ully and piously as those
our glorious ·guides to freedom oruahed in .. bat-

tle the royal insolence and tyranny uncontrolled
• • • even as easJ.ly as l,, singlehanded lately refuted and set ·aside the) king himsel!?! v;hen he, as
it were, rose fro~ the grave. • • .oo
In the second Defense be tells of the defeat of his tamous
literary opponent, Salmasius:
..... that I ever1 so completely routed ·my
adversary, though of' the most audacious order,
tbat he retired with his spirit broke, his. repu•
tation $hattered; and ror the. three"years which
63

First Defense, Columbia Edition, VII, 9.
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he afterward lived 1 much as in his rage he
threatened, he gave us no further trouble. • •

.. 64

As W.lton speaks further of his "duel" with Salmasius, h.e
becomes more and 1llore the \Varr·ior-hero, saying the. t altbough his roe had bean: ''hitherto deemed invincible,,, he
engaged him in single. combatt1 and defeated him with "the
66
wea,pon or his choice.»
0

The Cho1~us tells

us

that Samson fought oweaponless,"

that he "made arms ridiculous,n and that he had "scorn of
their proud arms and warlike tools." Notice the striking
similarity to Milton's,desoription of his own !unction as

a literary defender:
Yet such is the office whi.ch the most eminent men of our oommo'Owealth have by their in-· .
fluenoe prevailed upon me to undertake, and have
wished this next best task assigned to me of defending their deeds.from the- envy and calumny,
against which steel and the furniture or war
avail not~-or defending# I say, with far other
arms and other· weapons, the works which under
God's guidance they had. gloriously wrought~ 66

Here not only the 1dea, but -the phraseology at one point
is practically the same. Such a parity between the artistic
portrayal and the open self-description indicate that the
poet vary 11kel.y had a thought to himself when he composed
64 second Defense,· Columbia Edition, VIII, 5.
65
Ibid., p •. 15.

66

First Defense~·columbia Edition, VII, 7.
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this description of the warrior, Samson.
After the Chorus reveals itself to Samson, the hero
tells them

of

the

IDaJi..Y

'·nevils" which surround him (S.A. 194).

Milton also mentions in the Invocation to Book VtI of Para..

.

lli! Lost the ttevilsn which beset him 1n post-Restoration
days:
More safe I sing ~.1th mortal voice, uh.changed
To hoarse or mute,: though fall •n on evil days,
On evil days though>fall'n, and evil tongues;
(P. L• VI!,, 24-26)

A comparison should · a.lso be made with this excerpt from

Paradise ~ to ve·rses l.5-22 and verses 75-78 of Samson.

Samson disparages himself for the lack of wisdom which
allowed him to

be~ome

a victim.or the wiles

or

Dalila; the

Chorus offers some placation.:

• •• wisest men
Have erred, and by bad women· been deceived;

And shall again; pretend they ne'er so wise.

.,

.. '

(S.A. 210-212)

Not only is this a. familiar statement of Miltonic philos-

ophy with regard to poor marriage choices, but it has striking applicability to his own life. As far as we know, Milton
had no relationships with women until 1642 1 when he was thirtythree years old. Yet, at that time, into the Oxfordshire countryside want the scholar~celibate, and home he came. with the
former Mary Powell, his sixteen-year-old bride. Within about

51
. t

a month, she had returned to her parents• home in the
country. Although she was to have stayed there for the remainder of the summer season omly, she remained for about

three years. Meanwhile, the unfortunate lo\rer sti'rred up
excitement among the London readers (especially the clergy
and. Parliament) with ThEJ' nootri'ne .mlll ·n1soi~line of Divorce,

Dl!

Judgement of .Martin Buaer· Concerning Divorce, Tetra•

chordon, ;and Colaster1on, ali pleading for and supporting
with scriptural exegesis···the institution of legal divorce.....•

It.is next to certain that when he wrote ·these tracts he
had his own marital situation in mind a.nd that it served as
'

a contributing impetus to their birth•

~lthough,

as was

usually the case with Milton, even when his issues were·
germane to his own life, he was \uriting for the g&neral

betterment ot

mankind~

The following passage from one of

the di voroe painphlets 'oomrr1ents upon a poor marriage choice.

Notice the strong similarit1 in idea and phraseology to

the lines quoted above from Samson fil;onistes:
• • • it being an error above wisdom to pre'Vent1 as examples of wisest men so mistaken
manifest:67

AS this idea is more fully expressed in verses 1034·1045 ·

or

the drama, a further treatment of it will be found in

r,ererence to those lines .(page.s 72-74).

Samson tells briefly

or

the unsuccessful marriage

67Doctrine and Discipline of Divorce, Columbia Edition,
III, 461-462.
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to the woman of Timna (Timnath). The sole purpose of' the
union was to better enable him to effect

·• •• Israel's deliverance,
The work to which I was divinely called.
(8.Jt•.

~k:5-'626)

Milton also believed that he was selected by God to contribute to the deliverance of the English people from the
tyranny to wl1ich they had fallen prey, and he expressly

stated that God was working through him, as can be seen

in the following two extractions from· the Defenses of' the

l650's:
••• I conceived these fortunate, and even·
68
great events to ha\re happened to me from above. • • •
.And upon a similar occasion:
It is a ·singular .favor ··of the divinity toward
me, that I, above others, was chosen out to defend tha cause of liberty • • • • 69

The Chorus discusses with Samson his actions against
the Philistines, and 1t1s recognized that, although these

actions were praiseworthy, they were ineffectual. 8amson
is quick to reply:
That fault I take not on me, but transfer
On Israel's governors and heads of tribes,
68

·second Defense, Columbia Edition, ~III, 5.
. '..
.
Def'ense g!, Him.self*, Colwnbia Edition, IX, aa.

69
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Who, . seeing those great·. a.cts which Ood. had done
Singly by me against their· conque.rors,

Acknowledged not, nor at all con.sidered,
Deliverance offered·:

(s. ;., .
:

Here Samson

expres~es

241-246)
-

.

'

a sentiment which Milton himselt

had felt and voiced on 1nore than one occasion when his ..
ideas for the sooial adva.r1cement ·of the <English ·:people
went practically ui1heed'ecr. P:roba.bly the most famous ex.-

ample of this teeling of,· "I have given my best, but it has

gone for naughtn is the following portion of"Sonnet XII, 0
1'1lton•s reaction

to

the reception of his ideas in the

· dfV'oroe pamphlets i
'

I DID but prompt the· age to quit their clogs
By the· known rules . or a.noien.t liberty,
When ·strai.ght a.· ·barbarous noise environs me
ot owls and cuckoos, asses,.e.pes, and dogs;
As when those hinds that were transformed to frogs
Railed at tatonia•s twin~born progent,
'1lich after held the sun and.moon in fee.
But this is got by. ca.sting pearl:·to hogs,
That.bawl ror freedom in.their senseless-mood,.
t41d still revolt v:hen truth would set· them free.
The careful rea<ler of the prose works Of ·the l6b0's will

notice certain passeges:wh.ich indicate that Milton f'ore-

saw

the ultimate failure of the people to grasp the nearest

way to polittoa.1 freedom • The following example from the
Second

]!f_~

1$ almost· a. perfect parallel to the above

expression from Samson Agonistes:
Jjs for myself, to whe tever state things may

return, I have performed ••• the service which
I thought would be of most use to the common-

wealth. • , •If our last aotions ·should not be
sufficiently answer.able to the first, it is for
thomselves ·to see it, I have celebrated, as a
testimony to them• •• actions which were glorious, lofty,. \11hich were almost above all praise;
and if I have done no~hing else, I have assuredly
d1sonarged nr/ trust.70
This same tone prevails· throughout '.rhe Readt !!ill_ Easz Way_
12, Establish!:.~ Comt:ionwealth, Miltonts final exhorta-

tion to the English people before the reestablishment of

the· monarchy in 1660. There seems to be a definite sympathetic identification here between the poet and his creation,; and it is likely--even probable--that Milton drew
upon his own emotions and hi.s owr1

previ~:ms

literary ex-

pression for.the portrayal of Samson•s sentiment.71
Further along in this same speech, Samson gives his
analysi.s of one of the reasons why the Israelites still
suffer the domination by the Philistines:
But what more oft in nations grown corrupt,·
And by their vices brought to.servitude,
Than to love bondage more than liberty
(S.'1~. 268 ... 270)

The first thing to notice about this excerpt is ·that it

seems somewhat strange and lacks strict propriety with the
r/Q

.

.

,

second Defense, Columbia Edition, VIII, 253•
71
' For a·. further autobiographical interpretation ot
these verses, see Henry_J. Todd, ed.,~ Poetical Works
of John Milton With ?iotas of Various .Authors {London,

1852), III, 242:--

.

-
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usual conception or the character of flamnon. f.lthough he

understa.nd.a.bly castigates his people for- not taking notice

or and gi \ting support to his deeds, it . :1. s improbable that

he would charge them with
vices. The charge iS rnuah more
..,
'

Miltonic than Samsonian-, and what is more important, the
analysis of vices among the populus as a reason for the
t"ailure to achieve n&tional freedom is Miltonic political

theory which had formerly been expressed in reference to
the English people now'put into the mouth of Samson in

reterenoe to the Israelites. Milton believed that unless
the English people could lend virtuous private lives within
their own households, they ooUld never hope to

su~oeed

in

a.ny' eft'ort to attain the:i.r liberty. A vicious private life
preclud.ed these ·higher

anc~

ruore re1)va.si ve goals e.t their

very inoepti.on •.Milton also believed that the common route
or the Fr!glish peop'le were too much beset by such corrup-

tion to make it possible for any so!'t of democracy, and it
is therefore character1st1o of his political theoz·y that

the government must be a type or republican oommo11wealth
enti:t'?lY in the hands of the upper middle-e·lass e.ristoc-

racy. Wb.en seeking a plausible- soux-t'.?e for

cism, we might turn to _this

passa.~;e

Samso~ ts

oriti ..

in Milton's early

prose work, Qt Heformation:

Well knows every wisa nation that Liberty
c-or1s1sts in manly and honest labors, in sobriety
and religious honor to the Marriage Bed; Y:hich

in both sexes should be bred up from chast hopes
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to loyal enjoyments; and when the people .slacken,
and fall to loosenes$ 1 end riot, then do they as
~uoh as it they laid down their necks for some
Tyrant to get up and r1de.72
Even closer to the expression in Bamso:q

Ag_Q.11~~.fil!..

is this

passage from The Tenure<2f. Kings a_nq, Magistrates1

But being slav~s with'.1-n doors, no wonder that
they strive so much to have the public state oom- ·

for·ta.bly governed: to. the iniiard vicious rule by

which they govern.themselves. For indeed none
can love freedom heartily out good m~n; the rest
love not freedom but licence.. • • • 73
.

.

This secondary autobiograpey is realiy·more near the pure
than the two-level; in

othe~

words,.1t has more pertinence

to Milton and.the English people than it does to Samson
·and the Isr•elites.
The d1a.logue between Se.mson e.n.d the Chorus turns to
a discussion of the ways of God to men, and. the Chorus

states that Samson was prompted to ·seek Delila.

S.$

a bride

"Against his vow of strictest purityn (S.A .. 3'1l.5-~-s2i}.
This

appea.1~s

to be an instance of pure autobiography. The

term ••purityn ·here is unquestionabl.y' ·intended to mean

chast1ty 1 but there·1a.noth1ng in the Biblical account to

indicate that Samson made a vow of chastity. Furthermore,
there appears to be notbiug in .the Nazarite:law
delivered

as

72 ·.
.· .
..
. .·
..
. .
..
. Of. Reformatior1, Columbia Edition, III, 53.
73.
. .
.
.
'·.
.
1:Jt.Et Tenure ..Qf. Kings e.nd Magis...!t_ate§., Columbia

Ed1tion;-V",

~.

.
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to Moses (Numbers VI, l•Sl) that requires this kind of
purity ot: one who is under the vow. Milton, howeve,r, was

preoccupied with the idea, and from his earliest school
days he extolled and lived the lite or chastity. In
VI,.u written in 1629,.

be

11

Slegy

claimed chastity as a necessity

in the life of a young poe·t who proposes to sing the high-

est m&asurea.

In At!

Apologl,· !Q.!:' Smeot:onnuus (Ap·ril, · 1642),

he plainly declared that, male chasti-ty 1s to be expected

even more than female chastity, tor man is "both the image
74
and glory or God."
Expressions of chastity in the ab-

stract and as a personal attribute can be 'found throughout Mil ton's prose and ,poetry, but once again, 1 t seems as
though the inclusion of himself and, his personal ideals

in the story of Samson has taken him el1ghtlY out of his
proper context •
.A.t tlb1s point in the drama, Manoa, Samson's father,

joins the group

or

his fellow countrymen and remarks upon

the "miserable changeo that Samson has undergonet
.
• • • is this the man,
That invincible Samson, far renowned,
The dread.of Israel•s foes, who with a strength
Equivalent to Angels' walked their streets,
None offering fight; who, single combatant,
Duelled their armies rankea·1n proud array,
Himself an army • • • •

{B.A. 340-346)
74/,!! JtpologY; f.2r. pme.o'tlmnuus, Columbia Edition, III,
306.
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Here we have another

of the proud warrior,

d~soription

a posture which Milton was wont to assume at times. especially with reference

.·to

hi.$ function i:n the polemics

of the l6o0 1 s. For a more.complete treatment of this

to

characteristic as 1 t · r·elates

Samson, see the dis•

cussion of verses l24-l3B on pages 47-49

or

this paper.

After Samson's failure to the will of God has been
.

.

'

..

tu1ly acknowledged,.Manoa.·tells of his plan to have his

son freed by submitting· a r·ansom to the

f)lilisti~es,

who

can really do har.dly any more harm to a prisoner with the

many afflictions that· Samson has. (S.A. 478-467) In the
writing of these lines, Milton may well have had in min·d

a phase of his own exrJerienoe. During the summer

ot 1660,

when he was coneealed at Bartholomew Close, his friends
Andrew Marvell, Sir Willism

Davenant~

Sir Thom.as Clarges,

Arthur· .ft..nnesley (la t$r ,·~arl of .Anglesey); and possibly

others worked within Parliament
Milton's pardon •

and

the Junto to procure

75

. Samson indulges in a long speecb

or

self.-castigation

concerning the way that be so easily betrayed his divine
secret to Dalila, and the Chorus seeks.to offer some com-

.

fort by praising
observed

75

aspec~s

throughqu~

of

the

his life:

Masson, VI, 184-192.

Naza~ite

vow that he had
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De-sire

or

wine and all delicious drinks,

Which many a famous warrior overturns.
Thou coUldst repr·ess,1. nor d.id the dancing ruby
Sparkling outpoured, the flavor, 'or the smell,
Or taste that cheers-the hearts o-f gods and men,
Allure thee rrom the cool crystalline stream.
(.S~A. 5141-546)

This 1s another example· in which the poet appears to- be
.

'

identifying with his· hero and describing him in terms of
his own personal ideallt'a.nd salt-concept. Temperance is
a virtue that was chartfoteristic of Milton's life and his·

philosopey. As a student.at Cambridge

he

was punn1ngly

known as nthe Lady· of' Christ• s'' because be was somewhat
.

.

lacking in physical har<l'iness, tending to be rather er-.
filminate in appearance,· and because he was notably vir··:-::,.

.

tuous. Here is a portion of his own analysis from the
sixth Prolusion:

Doubtless it was because I was never able
to gulp domi huge bumpers in pa.ncratio fashion • • • • 76.
.
In "Elegy vr,n among the qualities

tha~

must be exhib1.ted

by a. poe·t who think.s to soar to the heights, is found

this aualification:
..
'

'

Such a poet must·li.ve.sparingly, after the
manner of the Samian teacher,. and·take plain
herbs for his food. He should have beside him
a little beechen bowl of crystal water and
drink sober draughts fi'om the clear spring.
76

Hanford, Johh Milton, Englishman, P• 40 •.
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In 1654 he exhorted the English people to the observance

ot temperance· as one of the requisite virtues ·ln.. the realization

or

their libertyi

And as tor you, e-1t1zens, it is or· no small
concern,, what msll1let: of men ye e.re, whether: to

acquire, or to keep possession or your liberty.·.
. . Unless your liberty be of that kind, whtch can ·

be neither gotten,

no~

taken away by arms; and

that alone is. suchj 'which, springing from piety, '
justicet tGmpera.nce·, in. fine,· trom real Virtue,
shall take detip andintimate root in your minds.· • • • 77

·refetenoes ·to· temperance can be found· ." ·
in Comus, Paradise· Lost,· Paradise. Heg&ined (1-vhere Christ
Several additional

1& a paragon of the tempe1•ate
ideals), and in

va1~1oua

man

according to· Milton'·s

·other passages of' the prose and

shorter poems.
Samson works toward the nadir of the drama in the
dialogue \vith Banoa by

·rurt~er

sical and mental,_

prey upon him, and among these ills:

th~t

citing the many ills, phy-

Sleep hath forsook me and given me o•er
To death's benumbing opium • • • •
· (S. 11.

Here Milton.hes

629-~330)

probablY.ell~wed

one of the circumstances

of his own pbysical condition. to find its 11ay· _into the por-

trait of Samson. Although it is a_probeble affliction according to the ·de·ptotion that . Mil tori has given ·*-s of the

tormented fallen hero, ·the id.ea for the inclusion.of it aa
7 '"/Second ·nefense, Columbia. Edition, VIII, 240-241.

6l
may have stemmed from his own . condition in the summer of
1660, when, as we aro told by.the early biographer, Richardson, he tt\vas in perpetual terror of being assasine. te-d"
and wa.s ''so dejected

tna.t~

he would lie awake whole nights. rt

78

Although Samson at· one point earlier in the play told.

Manoa to· ".Apoint not heavenly -dispensation, 11 'he now begins

to question it himself:
.Abstemious I gre tv up an.d thrived amain;
1

He led me on to mightiest deeds·
Above the nerve,of.mortal arm
.Against tbe uncirol.imcised, our enE-1mies.
But now hath ca~.t me off as never known,
And to those .cruel enatnies,
Whom I by his appointment had provoked,
te . ft me all helpless with

~th'

irreparible loss

or·sight, reserved alive to·be repeated
The sub,ject of theil~ cruelty or scorn.

This is not a hidden reproach of divine dispensation on the
pa,rt

or

Mil·ton .fox· the condition in which he founrl himself

in 1660, although it is not unreasonable to think that he
derived some cathartic effect by allowing bis hero, whose
situation was so'. ,similar to. hi& own, to ••kick against the

pricks" of his rate. Tbat Milton used as- a r&ference for this
passage his own plight:after the RestoY-ation,I believe prob-·
able, however 1 because

or

the strict: parallels i;o his own

history that we, find therein:
t'Abstemious 1· grew up. • ./
,

He led me

on

t!!:".'~,e.~./ But

to mightiest deeds/ • • • Against ••• our ennow. • ./ to those oruel enemies,/ it.fbom I by

78Masson, V!, 214~
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his appointment had provoked,/ [ ! ·am· left] all helpless

with th• 1rrepair1ble loss/ Of' sight, reserved alive to be
repeated/ The subject of their cruelty or aoor.n.n Certainly,
it is impossible to sa;r just to what extent U'ilton intended
to identify w1th Samson here. That he .oould have failed 1g.

recognize the close similarity ·to his own history
an· unreasonable

suppos~ti.on

is

such

as to be well nigh impossible.

The Chorus replies: to this last statement of disillusionment, trying to direct Samson into the right way of
accepting his fallen

st~te:

Many are the sayings of the wise,
In anoiant and in modern books enrolled,

Extolling pat1enee as the truest tor·titude;

(S.A. 652-654)
In various statements of his Christian and heroic idea.ls,
. 79

from the Commonplace

~

to the major poems, fl1lton has

expounded the virtue o( patience. We have .it precisely de•

fined. in the Christian Do·otrihe (Book II, Chapter .III)'

Patience 1& that. ·whereby we. acquiesce in. ·
or God, through ·a confident reliance on his di.vine providence 1 power, and
goodness, a11d bear inevitable evils with eq.uer..:..
nimity,. as the disperisation ofa8he supreme
Father, and sent for our good.

the promises

In reference .to pis bearing up under .the ·burden of his
.

79 .

. '.· . . . '.

Commonplace~, 1n

. . . . . '. .
.· '
.
Douglas Bush ll• al., eds.,

Complete· Prose Wo:rks of John Milton, Yaie Edition (New
Haven, 1953), I, 364. ·
.
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own blindness; he wrote to Morua in the Second Defense:
To be blind is not to be miserable; not to
be able to bear blindness, that is miserable.

But why should I be unable to bear that which ·

it behoves every one to bear, should the accident happen to h~maelf, without repining.
\lfuy should I be ur.table to bear what I know
may happen to any ·mortal being?8l

YJe also have this patience which the Chorus praises ex-

pressed by Milton in reference to himself in the famous
11sonnet XIX":

• • .But' Patience, to prevent
That murmer, soon.replies: "God doth not need
Either man's work or his own gifts; who best
Bear his mild yoke, they serve him best."
There is no question but t·hat we have personal philosophy

concerning a personal subject spoken

by

the Chorus here

in Samson .,,goniste,!•
In the midst

or

its consolation, ·however, the Chorus

falls to the same metaphytdcal questioning upon G.od 's treat-

ment of his servants "with hand so various. 11 A qualification is made, however, and we are told that the common man
is not included or thought to have pertinence to suoh a
problem:
Nor do I name ot men the common rout,
That wandering loose about
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Second Defense, Columbia Edition, VIII, 83.

Grow up and perish as the s.ummer fly,
Heads without name no more remembered.
(S.A~ 674-6"/7)

Here llilton has made the .Chorus a social philosopher in his
own image. This is a characteristic statement of' the Mil.

,

tonic aristooratic reptfolioanism which has already been

mentioned (page 55). For extended expressions of this sentiment as they relate td the Er1glish lo~er classes of the

seventeenth century, see ns<?nnet

XII~';

the peroration to

the Second Defense (where he advises Cromwell on the subject); and

1tl!.

ReadJi:. e.r}d Easy }i'Jay to Establi.sh !. ~ Com-

monwealth, much

or

whiqh:is devoted to expressions or pro-

found dlstrust in the »'-rude multitude."
This long .. speech.by the Chorus becomes a veritable.
••"'·""'·

diatri.b.e on the unreasonable adversities dealt out by
providence to those who would be thought to deserve bettet' rewards. The . f'a te that some or these men suffer ·1s told:

Oft leav•st them to the 'hostile sword
or heathen and profane, their carcasses
To dogs and fowls a prey, or else oapt1ved,
Or to the unjust tribunals, undet" change of times,
And 0011demnation of the· ingratetul multitude.•
(S.A. 692-698)

This passage has been widely cited by autobiographical
~heorists

as a

r~ference

conspirators at.the

·h~ds

to the treatment

or

th~

·or the· reg1cidal

Royalists in the early

.Post-Restoration period·~ Bishop Newton pointed out particularly the case of ·s1r Henry Vane, who \Vas probably the
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most heroic ·of the regicide$ in speaking out against the
.

Royalists to the utter disregard of his own safety.

82

Among the customary'horrors that were part ot the
executions during the Restoration days·were the placing
or dismembered bodily" parts at· various points around the

city and the mounting ot the severed heads of the victims
upon high poles

fo~.

.Be~ause.

row~

carrion

the.<crowds to mook and abuse at will •

\'$rou.ld

~re~

upon .these remai.ns, the

hangman boiled the heads in a solution ot ttbay-salt" and
.
S3
ncummin-aeed" to keep them awe:y.
In considering this
passage for autobiographical interpretation, however, the
reader should first compare Deuteronomy 1-XVIIl, 26:
And thy carcase shall be mea.t unto al.l fowls
of the air, and unto the beasts of the earth. • • •

In the scripture, this verse is a part

or

the. Palestine

covenant delivered by Roses to the Israelites, prophesying
the havoc which

w~s

broken. It would be

to result when the covenant should be
~os~ible,

then, for this Chorus ot

Danites, when it moralizes·1n Fall of'Princesf'ashion, to
..
have the history of the Jews as_a referent. It is probable,
though, that Milton used the Scripture here, as· he frequently· does throughout his \'lorke, for felicity of'
82

Todd, III,

265.

83
.
Thomas Ellwood •.s .account' of his prison experience.

Masson, VI, 471. ·
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expression. The remainder of the passage-•speaking of

"Un.Just

"change

trib~als,"

or

times,n and·"condemnation
1

ot the general multituuen--seems rather to be Milton moralizing with the dual referent of.the fate
well as the fate ot

maw<or

or·

Samson as

his own compeers ot the i.nter-

regnum.
The Chorus continues its speeoht ·
It. .these they scape·,;· pet·haps in poverty
· With sickness and disease thou bowest them down,
-Painful diseases and defof"r!led,

In crude old age

{SiA.. 697-700)
This is a continuation·

or

the same a~stre.ct moralizing,

but at 'once it is more abstract with regard to Samson and
·the Israelites, and much more particular to Milton's personal si tuetion. Although. 'be t1;saaped'~ the ·Hhostile sword,"

the ••unjust tribunals under change

or

times,.,, antl "con-

demnation of the -ingratetul mult1tude,n·he did suffer poverty, sickness, end painful disease. Milt-on' e poverty

after 1660 has already been-mentioned in the discussion

of verses ,75-76. As .for: his health, 1 t

v:~a:

never ·p-e.rticu-

.'·::-· ...·--•.

larl.7 robust, and his poor physical condition occasionally
interrupted his duties as ·.Latin Secretary in the 1650•-s,

as

84

he testifies .himself• -

Masson describes tho poet's

health in the l6SO•s1
84

.

Defense of Himself:, Columbia E<lition, IX, 13-15.
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The blindness, now total for ten yea.rs, was
a settled matter; but Milton's ailments besides
were serious enough,, and had tak~n form at length
of a confirmed and severe gout.85
Gout is 1 of course, a disease ·both ptlinful and deforming

when the visitation is·severe. It stands to reason that
the source

or

this ''ebstractn illustration of the exem-

plary fallen man ·was M1lton•s personal condition in the
.

-

early or middle l660 's • 86 ·

The play takes on:new interest with the entrance or
Dalila. Here is a portion or the description·of the

way

that she approaches Samson:

About ·.t' have spoke; but now with head declined
Like a fair flowa:r:surcharged ·Witb dew, she weeps.
And words addressed seem into tears dissolved,
\«Jetting the borders of her s1lk.e.n veil;
·But now again she make$ address to· speak.

(S.A. 727-751)

In Edward Ph1llips•s telling or the reconciliation of Mary
Powell NJ.lton and her husband at the home of' one Mr. Black-

borough 1n the rear 1645, we have the rol.lowing description:
·One t1me above.the r~st, he was making bis
usual visit, the wife was ready. in another room,

and on a .sudden· he· was sur·prined, to see one whom

he bad thought io:have never seen more, making
submission 3nd begging pardon on he1• knees
bef'ore him. 7
85Masson,

VI, 455.
86For an extensive au.tobiographioal interpretation of
these verses, see Todd~ 'III, 266.
87Jfasson, III, 437.
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Compare also this description of Eve•s supplication to
Adam after the tall in· Paradise Lost: ·
. . . . but Eve,
Not so repulsed, with tears ·that eea.sed not flowing,
All tresses all disordered) ~t his feet
Fell humble, and embracing them, besought
His peace. • • •
{P.L~·

IX, 909-913)
She ended weeping~,-and her lowly plight,
Immovable till

pea~e

obte.ined rrom t'a.ul t

· Acknowledged and deplored, i·n Adam wrought

Commiseration •••.•

(P.L. IX• 937-940)
The verses in Samsor1 ·Ag·onistes .seem to have only a shading

of the experience which-appears to have been the conscious

source fot- the scene between Adam and Eve. To 'interpret
this confrontation in Samson as en entire allegor1ca.l. rep.-

resentation of the one ln 1645 can be no better than a
mere guess. Judging .from what vze have been told of the latter meeting, there seenur

to

have been no stern rebuke on

tbe part·Of: the poet, and Mary was soon reinstated in his
household. In all three of 'the 1nstEmces discussed here,

however, there is a strong resetr'1>lance in the manner of
the approach .of the repentent Ylife to the husband, and

Milton tu&Y well have

d~&.wn

upon his o"ttn expe.r1t1nce as a

source for· this 11 terar1 porttaflll.
Samson dismi.ssee Dalila in a rage; and in deprioe.ti~g

the power that women hold over men; he scys that "wisest
and best men" are ;'*full oft beguiled" into· a union which
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proves to be their ruination.

(S.~.

759-765) Here, again,

Milton baa his cl:aracter to. expound his· personal philoso-

phy and experience.

For

more complete expositions of verses

which convey' Mil ton's.· ideas
'

or· the

rel&tionship with woman

'

as mans nemesis for 'his indiscretion, ·see pages 50-51 end
72.;.74.

Dalila tr.ies to pez·ley Samson into t•econciliation,

or

but· he further upbraids her· for· her tr·e·atment

him:

I before all the· tiaughters of tr.rt tx·ibe
And of my nation chose thee from among

MY enemies, loved thee, as too well thou knew•st
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

• .•• Wby then

Didst thou at first receiv,e me for' thy husband,
Then, as .since· then, thY coun.try•sroe professed?
Being once a wife, ror·me thou wast to leave

. Parents and country; ,nor was. I

thei~

subject,

Nor under.their protection,· but my own;
Thou mine, not theirs.
(S. A. 87e,.:..a7e; 88E-S88)

At this point in the dialogue l;)etw·een Samson and ·nalila,

Milton makes innovations which are extraneous to the Samson
story of ·,the Bible, ~o his own eiegetio interpretation

or

Samson's actions ·as expr,es.sed elsewhere in the, dr.ama, arm
to. scriptural doctrine

in general.

Firs·t, ·Samson says that

he nioved" Dalila, but elsewhere ·in the poem (verses 221-

224, 232, and 421-4~3),.Milton hes made it a point to attribute Samson's relationship wi.th both the· woman of Timna
-

'

.

.

and with Dalila as being of stri<Yt pragmatism. · It was
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something· that was done to better enable Samson to afflict
the. Philistines, and it was action that was ttmotioned'' by

God. Here, however, we ·have love brought in for the nonce,
doubtless so that Samson will have more sufficient grounds
:for his rebuke of the

~oman.

Furthermore, since Samson has

sa1.d ·that he loved Dalila, the r1rst part of his expostu1s.t1on, · "Wh1 then/ Didst thou at .first receive me for husband?" is :rende:red ·illogical and
. ineffeetive, ·and Dalila• s
'

expec:·ted aris'rver might be, ''because I loved you too, you
s1llY boy." The fact is, love is out of place

he1~e,

·as is

Samsonts entire pleading agail"lst the.tort. If we were to
give an analysis of' the predicament in modern·term1nology,

.we might

say

that Samson was.playing for high stakes

by

going into the-Philistine camp end entering into a· marriage
tinion under the pretenses · ot ··1ove. Turnabout has always
been fair play. Dalila was al.so Se.mson' s ncountcy 's foe

professed, u and the· :upshot of the whole affa.ir 1 when seen
in the right prospeo·tive, is that she beet him
ge.IUe·. Really.. then, Samson has just

his own

cause to· stamp his· feet

or·gnaah his teeth--someth1ng·1n ·11eu
out

~it

or

at the .roots--against his bad luck,

pulliug his hair
Ol'

against the .

Philistines for put tir1ff out his eyes (as be does in; Judges
A.~!) 1

but the diatribe against

t~lila

is somewha.t wide or

the mark and illogica.lF

The next lines

b~ing

us closer to a better insight into

the entire passage. First, Milton has reversed the doctrine
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found in Genesis II, 24, which explicitly states that the
man must- leave his country e.nd

cl.ea~

iQ.

!!'!!

woman. Second,

and.more important, Milton has again allowed false logic
to ,_enter his e.Halogue. If

~1&mson

Dalila was to facilitate hi$

's m1.ss1on in Joining

ha;ras~1rne·nt

of. the Philistines,

how is 1.t that he would: have tnmted Dalila to leave her

parentE.J and country? There is no rluestion but that Samson

would have wanted to stay-rtght
where he was, within
..

th~·

~

Philistine stronghold. to: work against the enemy according
to the mission which bad been stipulated at the time of
his miraculous birth •.· (See Judges XIII!-}

· . . Since this entire insertion is so much out of the way

of Sau:ison 's story..-,.. even as Milton himself has presented
the story•-lat us see if'. a more probable home cannot be

round for it: In 1642, Milton met Kary Powell at her father's
estate near ,Oxford,· and be loved her. i-.;he

r~ceived

him for

her husband, a.lthough h<1r family was situated in t,he midst

of

an area which w.as aytnps.thetic to ?.U.lton 's professed foes

(the.Royalists) • .- Once being his wife,. she was unable to
leave parents and country, and. she returned home •. although

sh$ was legally Milton's, not the1rn ..
The onl.y oonclus1on that can .be reasonv.bly drawn from
the

~isparity

that the passage has. to the Sa:nson story and

the cloaa similarity that -it has- to the poet.1·5, own history

is that Milton relied heavily upon h1s own experience in
the creation of it, antt, in this case, he was not QUite as
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discreet as he has been in other such reliances.
Dalila's visit has made Samson even more acutely
aware of his -failing, and once again the Chorus offers
some consoling words:
Yet beauty, though injurious, hath strange

power,

After offense returning, to regain
Love onoe possessed, nor cnn be easily
Repulsed, without much inward passion felt
And secret sting·or amorous remorse.
(S.A. 1003-1007)

Milton could testify to this through experience. Strange,
indeed, must have seemed that power to him in 1645 \vhen it

led him to accept Mary once again after she he.d deserted
him for three years and after he had written four divorce
tracts in the interim. These lines are really not very relevant in this context because Samson seems to have had no
trouble at all in repulsing Dalila, and her sexual attrac.

.

-

t1on does not appear to have atl1 power over him at this
stage of their relationship.

The Chorus attempts to comfort Samson further by suggesting that the .appeai·or suoh women as Dalila has been
the downfall of many good ment
Vvbate•er it be, to:_ wisest m.en and best
seeming at f',irst all heavenly unde'r virgin veil,,
Soft, modest, meek, demure,
once joined, the contrary she- proves, a thorn
Intestine, far within defensive arms
A cleaving mischief, in his way to virtue
Adverse and turbulent; or by her charms
Draws him awry, enslaved
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With dotage, and~ bis· ·sense depraved
.
To folly and sha.meftll deeds, which.ruin ends.
What pilot so expert. but n·eeds .must wreck,

Embarked with suoh·a steers-mate at- the- helm?

: (S.:A. l034-l045)

This is another ref1ection ·of Mil.ton I~

personal

experienoe

'and bis· ant1...:reministic phl.°losopby put--into the mouth of
the Chorus, and.aga~n."we.-·hav~:r.·a stateaent"~hicl1'1s·not· 1n
.

.

good propriety with

the Samso?l ·and ·nalilah ·story·. I refer

to the implication -t·tiat /Dalila
·~

'

(

is

·tt • • •

ail heavenly ·under

v~il 1 / Soft, modest1· .meek,, demure.·" .Although Milton

virgin

1

has raised her to
...<: .

. '..·

. '··

the

dition of exegesis,
.

.

some of the .elements
..

.

a tra-

. "··. .

., . '
... ·.
' :
it is .st·111 rathe.r d1ff'i·cult to pic-

ture her in terms ·such
'·

rtr'e,· roilo.wi.ris

station or a

. '...88

as

these~. In . seeking .a source for

ot. this .·pas$age ,;

'

WEi

may turn to The

89 ..

'I

Ddctr1ne arid .Discipline ot<Divorc·e:
.

'

·, : . :aut let tnepi knovL.aga.:tn, tbat~·;ror ~all .the·
wariness. can be t1sed, it may _yet ..befall §..discreet man~ ·~to. be mistaken.· in his· choice. ·• ·• ,_. ·
The sobre"s·t
best governed·- men: ar:e least · .
. pJtao:t1ped ;ill these affa:1rs; .anq._ who ~-knows not
ttiat 1ll!,. bashful muteness·· 2t_ !. virgi?l may· filtimes hide all ... ·the-unl1vel1.n.ess 1tnd -natural
·sloth which· ls -really unfi~. tor conversation. • • • 90

·and

1

"

•

''

'

•

Further from . the same ~6rlu
• . • .hath changec.1. the. bles~ins o·t ma:tris~ldom ·into, ·a familiar· and _gg,-· ·

mony hot

88,.;-_
. .
7·6. ·
n.a.·OUSe, P•

89The ..1tall1cs a.re my own •
.~ 0The ·Doctrine. and Discipline of Divorae, ·Columbia.

Edition, III, 394.· ·

.
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1nhabitating mischief ••• • 91
Finally, this.excerpt from Tetrachordon:
· • ,• • one moment after those mighty syllables
pronounced • • • this divine blesslng that looked
but nqw_with such a.human.smile upon· us •••
straight vanishes ·like· a fair, slty. ·and brings· ·
on such a sc~ne. of. clf?ud !!11. tempes·t, as turns
all to shipwraok. · ~ ·•• 02
This ',.passage· of Samson J1gonistes, then,· appears to be a

·olear redaction from the divorce pamphlets, and the di•
voroe pamphlets. were at least ·.partly influenced ·by his
.

·own experience.

This~

.

'•

..

.

.

,

last opinion is' derived· by the use of

common reason in the inter'prata.tion. or· ..some fact's concerning the four tracts:
First, their subject matter
is per.
.
time~

tin&nt to Mil tori• s ·own doma$tic s.1 tuation ·at the

Second, their pub1:1catioh

.

was 1>roximal only to the hiatus

1n hi& conjugal relationship :with flary, and he c.ame ·forth

with no more divorce'pamphlets after
.4

'

:

'.

•

~

ia45, the'year in
,'.

~

which ·the two were· reunited.
Samson .is_ visited by the Philistine giant, Hara.pha,

who has come to witness
.

the~ •.hero

in his fallen state and

to. ·taunt and provoke him. Atnong other

~hings,

he charges

'

Samson with the murder or thirty Philistine~-' which Haracons1ders as haVing been unju$t1f1ed, Samson 1~epliea that
91The D~ctrine and.. Discipline; ·ar Divorce, Columbia

Edition,. III, 381.

92Tetrachordon, Columbia· Edition, IV, 90.-
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he needed no just-if1cation:

fl:/ nation was subjected to your'lor.ds.

It was the force of conquest; force.with force
Is. well ejected '·when the conquered can.

(S.A. 1205,...1207)
The phraseology and possibly the whole idea of th1a pas•
eage can b.e traced to some of Milton's statements of. the

early l650's in defense of the overthrow of the monarchy.
These ·two' excerpts from. Eikonoklastee contain the essence

or

the verses in Samson:
·Who not .for "rive _'i~e~utses ,.Q! the Lords, no
not ror fifty, wer.e to desist~ rrom what in the
name of the whole'kingdom they demanded, so
long as: those- Lords were none ot our Lords.93

For the idea of titoroe. with force,» we have this statement:

.And if Arguments prevail not

with~such

one, . force ·'is 'Well 'used. • .• t-o acq.u1 t and

a

~es

cue our own consciences fro,n the force and prob1 bi't1on laid: by his usurp1ng error up0n our
Liberties and understandings. 94

The parley with Harapba cont-1nues, and Samson turns

bis denunciation upon hia own countrymen who delivered him
into the hands of the enemyt
•

ii • if

their servile minds

Me their deliverer sent would not receive,
93

Eikonoklastes, Columbia Edition, V, 158.

94 .. ·'

Ibid., p. 136.
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But to their. masters geve me up for. naught,
Th' unworthier they; whence to this day they serve.
{S.A. 1213-12.16)
The. tone of Milton's pol1.t1cal ,advice to the English people
in the l650*s concerning the proper way to ·ta.ke advantage
o:t what had been wrought by the· Protectorate (and later by

the Rump) was as 1·r to .say,

~These

are the straight· and.

narrow byways to true ·liberty and a free commonwealth." In
1660,.when he felt certain that bis advice had gone unheeaed and that the Good Old Cause was· t.o be lost, he re-

vealed his despair and ;·his frustration toward the people.

The tone and the attitude 'in the· ·following passage from

ant! ~-Way bear a close resemblance to th(t,se
'1

I!l!''Ready

••

quoted from Samson:

Thus muohl· should perhaps-have said though
I were sure I~shoulci_ have spoken only to trees
and;. stones; and; had ·none to cry .to 1 but ·with the
Prophet, ·0 1 earth; earth, .earth!. to t·ell tpe. very
soil itseYt ,wh&t ·her perverse .. inhabitants are
deat~ to., Nay. though what ,I have spoke, should· ·
happen. 1-. • to be. the· la.st words or our expir:ing
liberty. 05

surely, in the l660 1 s after· the·English people had accepted
their king, ,'as 1t were, back from Egypt·, Milton muat have
thought many times, "Th' unworthier they; whence to this
day they serve.!•

~uch

thoughts· ·seem to· have influenced Mil-

ton, in his selection of.iln.pl.ioit sentiments 1n ·the story
9f>' . ·... :
~

..

. . ) ... : . : ... ): ' . .

Ready and Easz<·Wax;

~

'. :

' .

.

Establish!:. Free Commonwealth, Columbia FA1t1on, VI, 148.
-
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for explicit presentation. It is even plausible that Milton• s recognition of the Samson story as a compatible vehicle for the expression

or

such thoughts was ·the impetus

that caused him to follow.through with his own suggestion
or a dramatic rendering of· the story, one of the literary
projects found in the 1'r1n1ty Manuscript of l64E.
Even after Samson has sent Harapha away, as the Chorus
describes, "somewhat crestfallen,» the hero continues to
suffer his dejected state of mind. In a further attempt
to comfort him, the Chorus speaks a panegyric (verses 12701286)) which is one of the best and most concise
tions in the play of the attributes and offices

descrip-

or

the

magnanimous Christian deliverer-hero, a. figure extolled by
Milton in many places throughout hie writings and one which,
·.•

within his own capacity and his own provi.noe as a man of

letters, he sought to emmulate.
Samson is now summoned by a Philistine officer to appear at the festivities· in celebre.tion

or

Dagon. /\fter first

rerus1ng 1 he is inwardly persuaded to comply. In bidding
his friends farewell, he tells them not to accompany him,
as they might be subjected to some danger by the reveling
and drunken

multitudes~

His caution contains the following

description of the celebrating Philistines:
·• •• Lords are lordliest in their wine;

And the well-feasted prie·st then soon fired

With zeal, if aught religion seem concerned;
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No less the people on their holy-days
Impetuous, insolent, unquenchable
(S.A. 1418-1422)
-

.

'

'

.

.

'

An elaborate \applioaticin of this·pessageto seventeenthcentury English nobility. prelaty, arid church policy concerning the· "heathenish pastimes" which were prescribed
as permissible on nholy•days" by the bishops is presented
by Todd {pages 303~304) • The ."bishops had given sanction

in 1618 to various f'orma ·of rural sports,. such as dancing,

archery, leaping, and other forms of physical exercise, in
a pamphlet entitled.!::. Declaration 12,'Encourase Recreations

!.ml :?ports

.Q!'.! the

The derogatory rererence·to

Lord's~·
I•

I

',

"

the priest shtiuld also be reoognized as a topical, personally W.ltonio.grievanoe.
Later in the play., after the catastrophe,. the· Chorus,

the Semichorus, arid Manoa· e'1J.ogi:z.e the martyred Samson., and

the Semich.orus says that although·he·was blind.- Samson ac•

'·

•

'

'

'

•

.1

oomplfshed his final triumph o.ver the Philistines· "With in-

ward eyes illuminated." (S •.A. - ·1689) This is almost identical

to some of the phraseology that Mil·ton ·used to describe the
implications of his own blindness in 1654:
The divine la.w,· the divine fa.'vor, has mad~
us not merely secure) but, as it were, sacred,
from the injuries .o!' men; nor would seem to ·have·
brought this darkness upon us so much by inducing
a dimness of the eyes; as by the overshadowing or
1

heavenly wings; and not unfrequentl.y is wont to
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illume it again, when produced, by an inward
and far surpassing light.96
Hanoa delivers the clo.sing panegyric, in which he

says that Samson
• • ·'•To Israel
Honor has left, . and freedom·--let but them
Find courage to lay hold on this occasion.

(8.A. 1714-1716)
How ,much this sounds like Milton's exhortat·ions to the

ttbackslid.ers" of the· late l650's to t&ke a final stand
and seize upon the· progress· wrought by the Army e.nd the
Protectorate, progress which had brought England closer
to an ideal government than she had ever been. Notice the
identity of'·ideas between the above lines of Samson and
the following selections from

~

ReadY, and Ea§i{ Wa:[_,:

• • • we may. be forced perhaps to fight over
a.gain all that we ·have fought, and spend over
again all that we have spent, but are never
like to attain thus,far as,we are now advanced
to the recovery of our freedom, never to have
it in possession ·as we now have it, never to
be vouchsafed hereafter the like mercies and
signa.l assistances from heaven in our cause;
if by our ingrateful backsliding we make these
fruitless • • • • 97 ·

•

•
•
•
•
·?fow is the ppportuni ty-, now the very see.son

•

96

•

Second Defense, Columbia Edition, VIII, 73.
97
The ~eadY: and
~ay 12 Establish A Free Commonwealth, Columbia Edit on, I, 118.
-

ray
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wherein we may obtain a free Commonwealth and
establish it forever in the land, without much
difficulty. or delay.98

This marks the end of my autobiographical findings
in Samson

·Agonistes~

In ·the follor1ing chapter will be

found a sununary and concluding analysts of the nature and
a.mount of M1lton''fs personal infusion into the drama.
98

The Ready and Easy Way to Establish a Free Commonwealth, Columbia Edition, VI, 125.

CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
The first question to ask in evaluating the autobio-

graphioal interpretation of Samson Agonistes is whether or
not Milton was likely.

to

have indulged in such subjectivity.

The answer is dependent. upor1 our grasping a true realiza-

tion of his personality and self-concept. We must recog. nize that .Mfllton had a tremendously high opinion

or

hi.m-

eelf from his earliest years. He was proud. of his intellig,ence, proud or his ability at debate and literary com-

position,, proud of his.virtues, and proud

or

his claimed

physical prowess with the sword. Neither was he retic.ent

in voicing this pride· in his letters, his prose works, and
his· poetry, the express.ions running a gamut from confident
conceit ·to a more sublime self-praise. Not only was he a

proud man, and one who was not reluctant to speak or write
in praise of himself, but he had somewhat of a penchant
for boas·ting, self-aggra:miizement, and exaggeration. A suf-

ficient example is this compliment which he bestows upon
. himself and the posture of' a militaristic hero \\'hich he

assumes in the Second Defense:
It is not before our own doors alone that I
have borne my·arms in·dsfense-of liberty; I have

wielded them on a field so wide, ·that the justice

and reason of the$e which are no vulgar deeds,
shall be explained and Vindicated alike to foreign
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nations and to our own countrymen; and bv
all
.,, 9n.
good men shall no doubt be approved. • • • ~
In the same work, he went so far as to make this exaggerated boast:
.Armed ~uith .this: weapon [the sword J , a.s I
commonly was, I thought myself a match for
any man, though far·my superior in strength • • •

According to what we kr1ow of his life,

h~wever,

•

100

Milton

never knew the sensa.tion of bestriding a racing charger
with his truncheon at rest; he never· smote do\vn a Royalist,

horse and man; nor did·he ever cleave a brain-pan to the
teeth. Professor

has gi ''en us a more realistic

~Hanford

description of Milton's aspirations and 1deals in com....
parison to the way that he really lived and acted, when
he.says that·u11ton was

0

condemned by the limitations of

his own nature to be a spectator 11ihere he would be an

actor, a man of peace when he .wants to wield the sword,
a praiser of deeds whioh he fain would. be doir1g, an· ex-

hortor

or

others to a leadership ·which he feels should be
101
his own • • • ,n
'Milton also greatly exaggerated the influence and
eff ectU1eness of his role as a functional d.eli verer or

liberator of the English people, a rola wb1ch he once
99

Second Defense, Columbia Edition, VIII, 253.
.·
Ibid., p. 61.
.
101 .
.
.
. ...
Hanford, John Milton, Englishman, p. 184.
100

assessed as that

or
or

the bringer of liberty nto every nation

from the columns
Hercules to the farthest borders of
102
India,n
when 1n truth, he was unable, within the smaller
ex.panse of London, to bring a.bout the acceptance of the

various iasues which were the subjects of his prose tracts.

Really, when we oonsid.er the true nature of his work under
the Lord

Protector~

officia1 . l1terary

by

-~s

he seems to have been a low-salaried

hs.ck~workar,

whose writing was prescribed

superiors. Yet to hear Milton describe the role, ha

might have been a veritable Knight of the Quill and Scroll
and an effective public savior or the first- water. 'When we

consider the poet with this necessarily realistic e.ttitude,
therefore, we must realize that there seems to be little
question as. to whether or no·t be would ha.ve taken the nat ...

ural opportunities afforded by the Samson story to commingle therein his personal history and ideas,. even tJ:iough
such an infusion is tanta.mount to self-aggrandizement.
With this .in mind, in addition to the expos-ition in

Chapter lII. of this

pape~,

it remains for us to.summarize

and evaluate the nature and amount

or

the subjective in-

corporation. Thus, we are led to a question which lies at
the heart of the issue: Must Sam.son. ""gon:lstes be a minutely

scrupulous, dete.il-perfect. allegory ot Milton's experience
in order to be considered as autobiqgraphical? The answer
102

Second Defense, Columbia Edition, VIII,- 15.
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is an emphatic and unhesitating !!.2.• The very term ttautob1ographical11 is adJec·tival, which meansthat it will bear

qualifications of type and degree. I have no such idea

that Sam$on .Agonistes 1s a complete allegory of Milton's
life or of his fallen condition after the Restoration,
·nor that Uanoa is the poet's father, nor that Dalila is

Mary· Milton, nor that Harapha is Salmasius, although, e.s
I have shown in Chapter III, some aspects of the literary
portra~al

of _Dalila may. well have been derived or sug-

gested by instances in the relationship between Mary and

John Milton,, and some.aspects of the dialogue between
Samson and liarapha

have

as a likely source the exchange

ot polemics between Milton and his foreign adversaries
in the l650's. The subjectivity, however, is broader,

more pervasive, and more vague than regular allegory. It
might be descr-ibed as a·sytnpathetic identification or
Milton with his hero and an active n.articipation in the

action or thought throughout the entire work. Sometimes
·the ,participation is di'rectly in Samson ts plight and the

similarity which

1~

bears to Milton's own lite, and in

Samson's character and the similarity which it bears to
Milton's own self-concept. Thus,, we find heavy emphasis
upon such things as Samson's. blindness, his role as a

divinely inspired deliverer of the people, ·and·the fail-

ure of the populace to rially in support

or

the.progress

which he made against the Philistines. In addit-ion, the
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active partio1pat1on is in the form of Miltonic ideals,
.Miltonic ph1losophy--pol1 tical, ethical, moral, and the-

ological-·and nuances· of oontemporary English history
which happened to be more or less implicit in the thought
and action

or

the storyln the .Bible and in the Christian

tradition, and whi·oh Milton. has made

expl~cit

in the drama.

This sort or aotive .2art.ic12a.tion anq ·sympathetic

identification is made .all the more probable in Sam·son

Agoni)stes, because its genre is that of the classical
Greek tragedy• which means that. it ·comprehendn the ele-

ment of catharsis. In this case, the cathttrsis was ot
extra tunot1on. and pertinence,, for who could experience
the purgation of emotions through ·tear and pity aroused
by

the experience of ·the, protagonist more, than·the drama-

tist himself, whose own

e~perienoea

and misfortunes had

been so similar?

t have sought to illustrate in this paper--by the
pertinent verses· from the drama cited in Chapter III and
tbe supporting exposition trom. the history or Ud.lton•s

life; from the. political, social, and ecclesiastical

his~

tory ot his times; from elements of his personal philosophy, ideals, ·and self-concept; and from corresponding
.passages found, elsewhere in his wr'i t1ngs·--that Samson

Agon1stes is a quasi-autobiographical work. The nature of
the autobiography can be defined with some preciseness,
but the amount is more uncertain arid is subject to debate.
•';.

APPENDIX
Here is a numerical listing·

or

sixteen aspects of the

character of Samson and the Samson story which developed
in Scriptural exegesis i'rom the early patristic writers
down to the middle of the seventeenth.century. The source

of the information herein is the study entitled Milton's
Samson

~ ~

Christian Tradition by F. Michael Krouse

(Princeton, 1949):
l.

Most early expositors ·aggrandized Samson's character,

many treating him as a saint and a martyr. They based the
interpretation upon Samson's being ment1oned·i'n the Epistle
to the Hebrews XI,

32~34

as one of the tr·ue believers and

upon bis role in judges XIII'--;.XVI as an exemplar of ·u1.-.

timate faith.
2.

Divine motiva.tion .is often given as the re·ason and

justif1oa.t1on for Samson's slaughter of the Philistines
and for his consorting with Dalilah.
a.

Many oommentator·s attributed Samson's . fall to an in-

ordinate lust after womankind.
4.

s~uuson

was also frequently treated as

an

allegorical

figure of Christ.

5. Samson was frequently made more magnanimous in his capacity as 'liberator of Israel than is indicated in the
Bible account.

a.· The expositors of

the "Scholastic Period"-(.Q!.. eighth
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to fourteenth century)

te~d.ed

to emphasize the latter part

·of Samson•s life·and·.:the implications of his fallen state.

More attention was given to his betrayal by Dal1lah, his

captivity, blindness, shame; the· labors at the mill, and
the final aot of ·destruction aga.inst the Philistines.
7.

Many writers of the lirter Middle J\.ges used Samson as

a moral example of the gr·eat and strong man brought to a

lowly plight by the· influence of a. woman.

e.

There was a strong bond of a.ssociation between the

story

or

Christ and the· story of Samson in the sermons

and literature
9.

By

or

Milton.' s time.

Milton•s·,tim.e, the story

or

Samson had received so

many different interpretations that it meant a va.riety of
th1ngs1 from an exa.mple of se.inthood s.nd martyrdom to an

example of the justice whioh is visited upon man for acts
of lust and murder, so ·that to give a. redaction of the
story was tantamount to taking ar.t exegetic st&nd on the

matter.
10. There was a controversy over whether or not Samson's
sins were justified by his Ultimate faith· •
.· ll. There was a controversy over whether or not Dalilah

was Samson ts wife, but most agreed that she was his

con·~

oubine.
12• Many of Milton's contemporaries stressed Samson as a
tragic figure.
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13. Many commentators expressed.the opinion that Samson's
punishment was out of proportion to his sins.
14. There was a seventeenth-century narrowing of the tragic
aspeot of the story to '.Samson's mental anguish and his loss
of sight rather than his los·s of strength or his enslave-

ment.
15, Many or the political overtones are e. part of the story
in much of the hermenut1c· literature, especially the idea

that the Israel.ites were in a lapsarian state ·and "went
a~whoring aft~r

other gods."

16. Anti-feminism, because of Dalila•s role, had always
been implicit in the story.
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